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Abstract

This thesis examines psychotherapists' emotional regulation and conceptions of authenticity in

their work and personal lives. Psychotherapy complicates emotion work as previously studied,

by adding additional layers of an intimate, long-term therapeutic relationship and the necessary

development of trust to enable patient healing. Rather than managerial-enforced regulation of

workers' emotion, therapists shape their own emotional guidelines and professional selves. My

interviews with five psychotherapists reveal their conceptualizations ofthese selves and their

different definitions of authenticity in the workplace. I find that an important part of professional

agency for therapists is their individually constructed work/personal boundary, a protective layer

for their well-being in and out of work. Their conceptions of authenticity of self at work break

down the distinction between work and personal realms. Stronger conceptions of authentic selves

in the office result in more post-work suffering. The more removed therapists' "personal selves"

from the workplace, therefore, the safer their emotional well-being.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Methodology

YOU are the company's most effective representative. Your customers judge the entire company by your
actions. A cheerful 'Good Morning' and 'Good Evening' followed by courteous, attentive treatment, and
a sincere 'Thank you please corne again' will send them away with a friendly feeling and a desire to
return. A friendly smile is a must.

-Supermarket handbook, quoted by Rafaeli and Sutton (1987)

Introduction

Eight years as a peer counselor and a reputation as the friend willing to listen, empathize,

and abandon judgment, led me to question the roles I engaged and way I presented myself in

different situations. As I progressed in my training and experience peer counseling, I found that

not just friends, but acquaintances and strangers were drawn to the ways I engaged in

conversation and to the "therapeutic" sound of my voice. I loved being able to share my skills; I

thoroughly enjoyed listening to them and being a supportive, empathic confidante.

Unfortunately, my desire to be a reliable counselor at all times dissolved the distinctions I made

between people I counseled and friends with serious (and not so serious) problems. I would have

to switch from friend to counselor role and back multiple times in one conversation, which I

found stressful and exhausting. In my frustrations with my inabilities to help and lack of capacity

to deal with the negative emotional overflow, I lost some close friends. I felt overwhelmed and

drained with not only my school and family issues, but also theirs, and protectively distanced

myself.

Years later, I still wonder if I could have prevented the rifts I created. In creating this

project, I brought together my questions of healthy distance in relationships, the issue of

switching roles, and intense emotional engagement, with my aspirations of becoming a

psychotherapist and utilizing the skills I have developed through peer counseling. The profession

of psychotherapy brings emotional engagement to the next level; their work depends upon an
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even greater relational intensity. I wondered whether I could handle the same kind of intense

emotional work every day, and how I would deal with attachment to patients. I also marvel at the

disparate connotations ofthe roles of the therapist as professional worker and simultaneous

caretaker.

Each of us presents different selves at different times; playing various roles is not unique

to psychotherapy, or even solely the realm of work. For example, one of your coworkers bursts

through the front door ofthe office an hour late. He visibly cares little about missing the morning

meeting; tears drip from his chin, his slumped shoulders spasm, his rumpled shirt and uneven tie

lie askew. What do you do? Is there ever a time when this public display of emotion is

appropriate? In the stereotypical cubicle-filled office, displays of certain emotions remain taboo;

imagine a worker acting upon ecstasy, grief, rage or fury. Shakespeare's melancholy monologue,

framed according to a job lifespan, appropriates self-performance to a "part" all workers play:

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts

Within the "stage" ofthe workplace, rigid expectations surround the "part" of the employee,

including their performance in the realm of emotion. Your distressed coworker has failed to play

the role of a calm, controlled office member. Through the holes in his player's mask seep

emotions incongruent with office expectations.

In the workplace people must often display emotions they do not spontaneously feel and

may have to involuntarily direct them towards bosses or customers. Emotional regulation and

emotional management occur in every face-to-face interaction-they are a prerequisite for

playing our "many parts," and enable us to navigate socially, not only in the workspace, but in
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every encounter we have. Assertions of authentic selves complicate and muddle the boundaries

between our multiple parts. If we self-perceive the same threads of authenticity running through

purposefully divergent roles, the boundaries between them disintegrate, proving problematic for

separating our acts.

For other professions, a more integrative approach to work and non-work may prove

beneficial. A non-separation removes the work of switching back and forth from "work" to

"personal" mode, which according to Christena Nippert-Eng in her theory behind Home and

Work, expends an unnecessary amount of mental energy. A simplification, she suggests, emerges

from an "amorphous, all-purpose self' (1996: 103), which removes the mindfulness of changing

from one selfto another, and, she argues, makes for better well-being. In therapists' lives,

however, the separation of selves serves as a protective layer.

Therapists' conceptualizations of their own work/personal boundaries correspond to their

abilities to cleanly separate their professional realms from the remainder oftheir lives. Therapy

offices harbor the confidential space in which patients may divulge innermost secrets, mundane

thoughts, and unexplored desires. The office walls also function as a protective barrier, shielding

therapists from the overextension of work stress and emotional overhaul into their personal lives.

The physical barriers aid in the manifest ofthe same conceptual work/personal boundary that

each therapist creates for him or herself. The work/personal boundary serves to safeguard the

emotional well-being oftroublingly vulnerable professionals.

My exploration delves into questions of how psychotherapists perceive their emotions

and selves in and out of work. How do therapists view their workspace? Are there distinctions in

how therapists perceive their emotional management in and out of the office? In what ways does

the therapist-patient relationship differ from others, and where do the boundaries lie in those
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connections? What conceptions of authenticity do therapists choose to exhibit in and out of the

workplace? How much of the practice of empathy is "real," according to therapists, and how

much is professionally imposed emotion work?

Through individual interviews, I examine therapists' conceptions of the boundaries and

the distinctions they make between behaviors and attitudes towards their therapy work, in and

out the office. I probe the question of authenticity of self in the work setting; what kinds of

genuine selves emerge in the life of a therapist? Is there a multiplicity of selves, or a conceptual

separation of a work self from a non-work self? How do therapists conceptualize the authenticity

ofthese selves? Out ofthese questions of authenticity, I investigate how therapists experience

emotional labor and how they manage therapeutic responsibilities towards their patients.

The psychotherapists I interviewed embraced work/personal boundaries, but held

individual conceptions of where they drew the line in different aspects of work. They differed in

the ways they described the similarities between friendships and the therapeutic relationship,

how much work to bring home with them, and the stringency and intensity of their post-work

transition rituals. Some therapists seemed to maintain stronger work/personal distinctions than

others. While many factors, including therapeutic training methods, natural propensities for

patient attachment, experience in the field, and desensitization, influence the strength ofthe

boundaries they set, a common theme of authenticity emerged from all of my interviews.

Authenticity of self, within the individual confines oftherapists' definitions, caused a

degradation of the work/personal boundary.

When therapists used words pertaining to authenticity, such as "natural," "real," or

emphasized an essential self, stripped of its work/personal nuances, they alerted me to a

narrowing in their conceptual distance between work and personal life. Their own perceptions of
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authenticity-perceptions of an "essential" or "true" self tainted by work-acted as destructive

breakdowns in their work/personal boundaries. Physical, mental, and most commonly, emotional

suffering resulted from the erosion ofthe work/personal boundary. Whether the detriments

manifest in distractedness during sessions with patients, sleepless nights, or compulsive eating as

"emotional fuel," the breakdown of boundaries between work and personal selves, realms, and

practices leads to compromised emotional well-being in both the work and personal sectors of

therapists' lives.

Methodology

An exploration oftherapists' emotional labor and well-being must begin from their

subjective experience. I developed a better understanding ofthe lives of five therapists through

one-to-two hour long interviews. Interacting face-to- face, rather than communicating via phone

or e-mail, allowed me to get to know the therapists in a more individual way, and to observe their

body language and communication style.

The setting of my interviews was integral to my experience within them. I interviewed

therapists in their office spaces, which not only allowed for easier scheduling and maintenance of

confidentiality, but also gave me a glimpse of their work surroundings, dress, and appearance.

Utilizing the office as the place of interviews gave me a taste of the atmosphere and energy in the

room in which the therapists conduct therapy. The size of the rooms, number of windows,

furnishings, decorations on the walls, and items or knick knacks out in the open, served as clues

informing me about the attitudes and presentation of self that therapists create through their

space. Some therapists were self-reflective and noted their awareness ofthe space as a

representation ofthemselves:
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It's just what appeals to me, it's not that I had the intent to create anything special

when I did this room; it was not used as an office. It was used as a sunroom and
what it brings, what I tried to create is something that brings joy and light, just the
freedom to do what one wants to do. You can see I have all these weird knick
knacks over there in the corner. It kind of all gets incorporated into what makes
me happy. So [the office is] another kind of disclosure. My clients realize I have a
particular way oflooking at the world. So it's a little bit about me.

My interviewees were all white women, ranging from their late twenties to mid-fifties. I

found them via networking through friends, Swarthmore College professors and the Counseling

and Psychological Services center on campus. Four work in the Philadelphia area and

surrounding suburbs, and one is located in the California Bay Area. The amount of time they had

spent in the field, outside of training, varied from less than a year to several years, but none had

practiced for more than fifteen. While some had experience within a hospital setting during

internships and clinical training, all had gravitated towards private practice. One ofthe therapists

bluntly pointed out the select, healthier population with which private practitioners work:

I'll tell you one thing. Assuming you're dealing with a relatively healthy person.

And frankly, when you're in private practice unless you have a specialty that
takes you out ofthat realm, you usually are. When someone comes into my office
and what I hear is that they need to be in and out and in and out of the hospital, or
they have some problem that is going to be too overwhelming for private practice,
I refer them to a place that's 24-hour coverage that's not me. So when you work

in private practice, you usually work with healthier people.

Aside from their referring policies, my interviewees varied in their acceptance of

insurance payment and government assistance. Therapists must deal with insurance companies

themselves-a stressful addition that a few complained about during interviews. Only one

therapist pointed out a sliding scale payment policy, and another mentioned her difficulties in

charging patients with whom she had worked in her training. Aside from these exceptions, the

vast majority of patients with whom my interviewees worked with come from wealthier
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backgrounds. Each office was located in an affluent area that required a car and confidence to

approach; stringent security systems and untarnished appearances prevented unwelcome visitors

from loitering. Wealth influences the pathological severity and types of psychological issues that

emerge from a population, as well as the methods used within psychotherapy (Montgomery,

Brown, and Forchuk: 2011, Ganguli and Strassnig: 2011, van Oort, van der Ende, Wadsworth,

Verhulst, Achenbach: 2011).

All of my interviewees' practices were based in psychoanalytic and psychodynamic

models. While there were variations in how deeply rooted their practices were in classical

Freudian theory, their attitudes towards methods of working with their patients followed very

similar lines. All of them believed in Freud's (1916) idea ofthe "talking cure:" fostering

patients' intense emotions during sessions, caring for patients' psychological well-being while

not problem-solving for them, allowing the patient to speak his or her mind freely, and using the

unconscious as an essential component in practice. Transference and countertransference played

important roles in many of my interviewees' practice. Oftentimes, therapists asked patients to

draw mental pictures, describe dreams, or use metaphorical speech to draw out unconscious

thoughts.

Throughout my recruitment, pre-interview communication, and interviews, I was

intensely aware of the hyper-reflexivity of my interactions with my interviewees. My depictions

and interpretations of my interviewing experiences and the resulting data not only remain deeply

colored by my student-researcher's lens, but also the influence of my individual life experience.

The reflexive nature of therapy, the individuality of each therapist-patient dynamic, and the

belief in the unique individual in the field, alerted me to my own interaction style, on a micro

level, and researcher-role, on a macro level, as additional complicating factors in my interviews
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and analysis. My reactions, thoughts, intuitions and feelings during my interviews colored the

way I interacted with the therapists I spoke with, and thus changed the way they engaged with

me. While I asked therapists to provide self-reflexive thoughts about their emotional work and

senses of authenticity, I kept a constant awareness that because of therapy's reflexivity, my

thoughts and reactions to each therapist emerged from her reactions to me, and vice versa. I felt

hyperaware of my presentation of self, my own roles and how they affected therapists'

interactions with me, even though-perhaps especially because-I did not fill the patient role.

I was concerned, up until my first interview, that I would be an intruder or an outsider to

the space, as a non-patient and researcher. Therapists always welcomed me warmly into their

space, however, while my comfort levels varied from interview to interview, I never felt

intrusive. During my pre-interview communication, my interviewees encouraged me to call them

by their first names, either explicitly or implicitly, despite my focus on them as professionals, so

I use first name pseudonyms in my analysis: Irene, Carmen, Maddie, Sarah, and Joan. I realized

that the friendly familiarity with which my interviewees treated me and the warmth ofthe

interaction influenced my position of insider/outsider-my position within the office was at the

mercy of the therapists.

My comfort levels determined how formally I conducted the interview. Unfortunately,

peripheral factors in the interview (time constraints, the physical distance between the therapist

and myself in the office space, the battery level ofthe voice recorder) influenced my interview

interactions. If I felt more comfortable, I was more likely to make the interview more

conversational and less rigid. If I felt awkward or rushed, I was more likely to treat the therapists

more formally as interviewees. The verbal responses I received, the flow ofthe interview, and
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my interpretation of the words, particularly the emotional charge and value behind their stories

all varied according to the formality ofthe interview.

Regardless of my comfort levels, my role as a researcher, rather than a patient,

disallowed me from seeing how my interviewees would respond and act during a therapy

session. My analysis and observations were limited by the presentation of selfthat therapists

were willing to offer, and the information they were willing to share with me. Before and during

my interviews my thoughts gravitated around the distinctions between typical interactions of

therapy sessions and the different interactions of an interview in a space I considered uniquely

designed for the therapeutic relationship. I thought about the anticipations of my interviewees

and how they would react to and present a different kind of interaction within the space of

therapy. Initially, I speculated that one oftwo things would happen: either I would be placed in

the position of most people that enter the space, like a one-time patient, or the semi-structured

nature of the interview itself will not remotely resemble a therapist-patient interaction. What I

found, though, was that my project took on a low level of reflexivity in the tendency for role

reversal for the therapists.

As the interactions became more comfortable and conversational, the therapist role began

to take on more patient characteristics, and my role as interviewer became more therapist-like.

As therapists spoke about their feelings, frustrations, and inner and outer work-lives without

much hesitation. I found myself engaging eye-contact, empathizing, mirroring the emotions

expressed and forgetting to write notes. Therapists often expressed enjoyment of our

conversations as I turned off the recorder and packed up. In an ultimate expression of hyper

reflexivity, one therapist told me, "I actually really loved this, you know, I feel like this was like

a little therapy session for me!" The interview allowed me to reciprocate similar active,
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empathetic listening to that therapists practice, resulting in the perceived elements of role

reversal therapists felt.

When interviews flowed less conversationally, I depended upon my semi-structured

outline of questions that lead to a few main discussion points. My first point of interest dealt with

emotional difficulties of therapy work and how to overcome them. I expected therapists to

experience different difficulties in their work, dependent upon the amount of work they take on

each day, their training, and their vulnerabilities due to past experience or personal

characteristics. A large variance in challenges and vulnerabilities emerged from my interviews;

no one said the work was easy,. The second discussion point related to self-perceived success

and failure in therapy. Not only was I interested in what therapists perceive as appropriate and

inappropriate in a therapist-patient relationship, but I also wanted to know what would feel

rewarding for therapists about a session, as well the causes of distress or dissatisfaction with the

interaction. The last discussion point was the individual therapist's perceptions of any elements

of work that lingered outside of the office. Just as with other occupations, I expected variance in

the overlaps and distinctions between work and home. I asked questions about self-care and

rituals performed, consciously or habitually after work, and their conceptions of their

relationships within and beyond the realm of work.

Despite the uncontrollable influences of my project's reflexivity, the obtrusiveness of my

position as researcher, the influence of my own comfort and fluctuating levels of formality

during the interviews, and the therapists' varying levels of formality, each interview provided

clear examples of work/personal distinctions. Each therapist drew her own line between work

and personal life; this boundary consisted of conceptions of the therapeutic relationship to where

confidential progress notes about patients were written. For example, all of my interviewees
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touted the unique values of the therapeutic relationship at work. Many of the rewarding

experiences described were professional breakthroughs: moments in patients' progress when

therapists could get to deeper levels of unconscious understanding. While depth in the

therapeutic relationship proved rewarding, I found that it could also instigate worries about

patient well-being in therapists' personal realms, without a solid work/personal boundary.

Perceptions of self-defined "authenticity" in therapists' presentation of self in the therapeutic

relationship were the culprit ofthese post-work concerns. I provide many more examples of

areas where perceptions of authenticity eroded the work/personal boundary in chapters 3, 4, and

5; all ofthem support the idea that therapists' well-being suffers when conceptions of

authenticity weaken the work/personal boundary.

My small number of interviews limited the scope of my project. The racial homogeneity

in my therapists and their private practices did not allow for exploration or comparison based on

variance in clientele. Private practice, as pointed out by one of my interviewees, attracts

wealthier patients who can payout of pocket, and who are more likely to suffer less serious or

chronic mental health problems. A couple of my interviewees mentioned working in hospitals or

community health clinics, but only in their internships or for short amounts oftime. All ofthem

called upon their current, private practice experiences in speaking about their work and personal

lives.

All ofthe therapists I interviewed were female. Gender differences may change the way

therapists view their selves, their patients, the therapeutic relationship, transition rituals,

emotional labor, and the work/personal boundary. While the field is dominated by women, some

patients specifically seek out male therapists, and the interaction could be different. The title of

my project or the description I provided in my recruitment materials attracted may have
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interested a particular type oftherapist. Perhaps I unintentionally attracted a sample of female

therapists who embrace caregiving roles and were enticed by my title, "Work of the Heart and

Mind" which conjures up ideas of nurturance and femininity.

Another issue that is not addressed in this project is longitudinal emotional effects on

therapists. None of my interviewees have practiced as long as Irvin Yalom, the author ofLove's

Executioner, who had been in the field for over thirty years. In fact, all have practiced fifteen

years or less, and some were fresh in the field, having just started their private practices. Sarah

had mentioned a desensitization in her personal reactions to patient emotions over time, which

would make the work easier as her career carries on. Burnout and the other occupational hazards

the APA website highlight, however, make it seem that the longer a therapist remains in the

field, the nearer work exhaustion creeps. While my project does not look into the effects of

career-length on emotional labor and self-perceptions in the field, more interviews and a larger

variance in therapists would provide more inclusive data about the issue.

Cultural differences in therapy remain unaddressed in this project. Cultural deviations

would potentially require adaptation of varied techniques and different methodologies in

psychotherapy, which would influence emotional labor and the resulting detriments. Ashforth

and Humphrey point out an example of cultural variation requiring a different emotional

requirement at McDonald's:

Societal norms vary across cultures. For example, when McDonald's recently
opened a fast-food outlet in Moscow, management trained staff members to
conform to Western norms of good service. This included smiling at
customers. However, this particular norm did not exist in the former Soviet
Union, and some patrons concluded that staff members were mocking them
[1993: 91]

As mentioned earlier, Three out of five of my interviewees' offices were located in very

wealthy, predominantly white areas, mostly inaccessible via public transportation. Each oftheir
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experiences and perceptions of self in the workspace depended upon their clientele, which likely

come from the surrounding population or have the time and means oftransporting themselves,

which would also require access to money. Within a fairly uniform population of patients, huge

cultural differences are less likely to exist, and thus therapists' need to adjust their selves based

on culture variance is unlikely.

Foundations: Sociology and Psychology

I approach psychotherapists' emotional regulation and issues of authenticity from both

sociological and psychological viewpoints. Sociology informs the work aspects and widespread

effects of emotional management, while psychology provides insight into the methods oftraining

and self-conceptions of emotional labor that therapists hold. From the sociology if work, I utilize

and expand upon Arlie Hochschild's concept of emotional labor in her book, The Managed

Heart, in which she distinguishes emotions produced by work as a separate category from

physical and mental labor. Hochschild emphasizes the corporate exploitation of workers'

emotional agency through its regulation on the job. Successful emotional labor misleadingly

sheds its laboriousness, and appears effortless or "authentic," because after good training and

practice, it becomes second nature. Hochschild negatively denotes emotional labor as a

commercialization of human feeling, a stripping ofthe agency and personal meaning in emotion.

Psychotherapy, in comparison to the professions Hochschild examines, requires more

complex emotional labor than previously studied jobs. Therapists do not try to elicit any specific

emotions from their clients, rather, they must be prepared for a great of emotions, into the

extremes. Furthermore, Hochschild's focus on service work leaves unanswered questions of

emotional labor in white-collar professional careers such as psychotherapy, where agency of

emotional labor remains within the personal locus of control. Improper displays of emotion
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rarely cost a white-collar worker his or her job; ethics codes and personal jurisdiction, rather than

protocol handbooks, provide guidelines for emotional labor. Hochschild (1983) emphasizes the

negative effects of emotional labor on the individual worker; while she sees the labor as

inevitable in our consumer-driven society, the employee suffers the casualties ofthese emotional

demands. I, too, focus on detriments of emotional labor in the therapist, but also leave room for

potential benefits.

Therapeutic emotional energy does not always have negative consequences for therapists,

though. My interviewees benefit from the work satisfaction and value that come from the

intensive, therapeutic relationship. As therapist Irene said, "My heart is full." Emotional

engagement sustains work stamina, despite the possibilities of negative effects, such as burnout.

Regulated emotional effort can be harmful, but there are instances in which it is not. Each of my

interviewees reiterated the importance of a strong separation between work and personal lives for

protecting their well-being.

From the field of psychology, I call upon Sigmund Freud, Thomas Ogden, Donald

Winnicott, and Wilfred Bion. These foundational theorists layout emotional concepts of

projective identification and the shared therapist-patient emotional experience. According to

psychoanalytic theory, self-reflexivity and personal introspection play integral roles in successful

patient analysis. All my interviewees had been steeped in psychoanalytic theory, and most

expressed necessary exposure ofthe unconscious on both the patient and analyst's part. Freudian

transference and countertransference, the communication ofthe unconscious, as manifested

through unexplainable, visceral emotional reactions, serve as integral tools in understanding

patients. Only through authenticity, honesty with oneself and self-awareness of emotions on both

parts, can true transference and countertransference occur. The intensive trust-bonds therapists
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must build to reach the point at which they can engage the analytic tools of transference and

countertransference complicate emotional labor.

In essence, the therapeutic relationship depends upon a certain level of authenticity,

which feeds the processes of psychoanalysis, and without it, the success oftherapy is at stake.

The engagement of the unconscious in transference and countertransference, however, leaves

both patient and therapist emotional vulnerable and exposed. While conceptions of authenticity

vary from therapist to therapist, stronger assertions of authentic selves in the office correlated

with greater negative emotional effects post-work. Senses of authenticity damage the protective

work/personal boundary, allowing the detriments of work life to trickle into therapists' personal

realms. The stronger the perception of authenticity in the workplace, the more deeply emotional

detriments affect therapists.

The Remaining Chapters

After further grounding my work in both sociological and psychological theory, my

second chapter, Emotional Labor and Psychotherapy elaborates upon sociological and

psychological views of emotional labor. I delve deeper into Arlie Hochschild's work, arguing

that her idea of emotional agency as beneficial to white-collar professionals in control does not

hold for therapists. From the field of psychology, I pull from Ogden and Bion, foundational

psychoanalysts and numerous empirical articles and narratives. I also call upon current

conceptions of emotional labor through the American Psychological Association's lens, citing

their website preventing emotional hazards. I tie all these sociological and psychological views

of emotional labor back to "the self," utilizing Erving Goffman's Presentation ofSelfas well as

Dorinne Kondo's ethnography. Kondo provides an alternative Japanese cultural framework for

examining authenticity of self and its malleability.
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Chapters Three through Five analyze therapists' self-perceptions oftheir emotional labor,

presentations of self in and out of the office, and the authenticity of self they embody during

work as well as outside. The first of these, Chapter three, The Therapeutic Relationship,

Confidentiality and Isolation, and Work/Personal Boundaries and Transitions, begins by

introducing therapy work from therapists' perspectives. After seeing how therapists experience

in-office work with patients, Confidentiality and Isolation reveals the isolation felt inside and

outside of the workspace, a challenge for many therapists due to the ethical rules of

confidentiality. After seeing therapists' lives inside and outside ofthe office, I address the

importance of keeping the two realms separate in Work/Personal Boundaries and Transitions.

I analyze the different rituals therapists perform in transitioning from work to home.

Throughout each section, I not pivotal conceptions of authenticity each therapist creates

for herself. Chapter four, Authenticity of Self and Being on, delves deeper into the concept of

authenticity explicitly and examines some ofthe reasons for the existence of authenticity issues,

perpetuators, and resulting detriments, from the viewpoints of my interviewees. Chapter five,

Concluding Thoughts and Future Directions reviews my findings and suggests further studies

about emotional labor's greater social implications.

Ultimately, I argue that emotion work in psychotherapy adds a complex layer to

Hochschild's definition of emotional labor, where regulations and customer service expectations

dictate performance of self. Unlike service workers, therapists craft their own selves in the

office, enabled by the isolation of private practice, ethics of confidentiality, and uniqueness of

the therapeutic relationship. An integral part of professional agency for therapists is the

individually defined and constructed work/personal boundary, which serves as a protective layer

for therapists' well-being. Therapists' conceptions of authenticity of self at work erode the
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distinction between work and personal realms, leaving them prey to detriments of emotional

labor. Stronger conceptions of authentic selves in the office result in more post-work suffering,

whereas the more therapists remove their "personal selves" from the workplace, the greater their

emotional well-being.
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Chapter 2: Emotional Labor and Psychotherapy

"What fascinates us is how we fool ourselves" (Hochschild 1983: 192)

Emotional Labor

Emotional labor is emotional management that is undertaken by employees as part of a

fonnal or infonnaljob requirement, or as a self-instilled method of improving customer service.

While physical labor and mental labor call for performance of the body and mind, emotional

labor calls for a "managed heart," Hochschild's description of emotional exertion at work.

Within the realm of interactive work, face-to-face interaction necessitates workers' emotional

labor. Social expectations of service require a specific emotional display; the "emotional style of

offering the service is part ofthe service itself' (Hochschild 1983:5). Any job that includes face

to-face interaction requires social skills that include appropriate affect and a specific disposition:

cheery, menacing, authoritative or otherwise. Emotional labor is served alongside the other

services provided, but its effects on the worker outlast and complicate far deeper than physical or

mental labor.

In Hochschild's TheManagedHeart, she looks specifically at emotional labor of flight

attendants. Each air hostess is encouraged to incorporate "the smile [as] a part ofher work, a part

that requires her to coordinate self and feeling so that the work seems to be effortless" (italics in

Hochschild 1983:8) Not only do employees have to perfonn emotional labor, they also need to

make it seem effortless. Hochschild notes that emotional labor must be invisible in the work of

flight attendants: "part ofthe job is to disguise fatigue and irritation, for otherwise the labor

would show in an unseemly way, and product-passenger contentment-would be damaged"

(1983: 8). Emotional labor in any occupation, as a laborious process, must remain hidden.

Otherwise, the labor appears an obvious show of effort to graciously serve, a failed execution of
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emotional work. Emotional labor differs from physical and mental labor in its invisibility; any

exhibition of emotional labor could only come from a poorly performing employee. Emotional

labor serves the purpose of soliciting desired feelings in the client, or an optimal atmosphere in

which the interaction can take place. If the interaction appears belabored on the employee's part,

the efforts will produce a different effect altogether on the client, such as surprise, disgust, or

offense. A laborious "Have a nice day," followed by a sigh of exhaustion is less likely to be

interpreted by the customer as a bad day as much as sarcasm or insincerity. If emotional labor is

visible, it is no longer a successful effort on the worker's part. Hochschild pioneered the

examination ofthese successes and failures in emotional labor, looking at the emotional efforts

and trainings of specific occupations.

Hochschild's definition of emotional labor "requires one to induce or suppress feeling in

order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others"

(1983:5). Not all emotional labor appears cheerful and controlled, as required offlight

attendants: Rafaeli and Sutton (1987) point out that "friendliness and good cheer" often

characterize service occupations, whereas "bill collectors and bouncers are paid to convey

hostility" (Rafaeli and Sutton 1987:23). Emotional management in the workplace, therefore,

entails performance as well as suppression. Both regulating actions may counter intuitive, more

spontaneous emotions. I note keywords from her definition: "requires," "sustain," "outward,"

"produces," "proper," and "others," (Hochschild 1983:5) that point to the core components of

emotional labor. The first keyword in Hochschild's definition, "requires," (Hochschild 1983:5)

indicates that emotional labor is a necessity, rather than a choice; if one cannot manage one's

emotions, he or she is an inadequate worker. The second keyword, "sustain," (Hochschild

1983:5) points to the extended amount of maintenance involved in emotional labor. The affect
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adopted is far from temporary; it must be continued for the duration of the job. The term

"outward" (Hochschild 1983:5) implies there is an inner and outward countenance; an

inconsistency in what is shown outwardly and what is felt inwardly. The two words "produces"

and "others" (Hochschild 1983:5), in the context of producing a desired state of mind in others,

points to the purpose of emotional labor. Acts of emotional labor produce feeling in the worker,

but more importantly, induce the intended feelings in customers. Highlighting the term "others"

(Hochschild 1983:5) reiterates that productivity exists for the customer; such is the nature of

work. Emotional labor's unique distinction from physical and mental labor is its reciprocal action

upon worker and customer. The last keyword, "proper" (Hochschild 1983:5), clearly delineates

proper emotion from improper emotion in the context of work and productivity. The word

indicates that work requires a certain state of mind, and that emotions appropriate for work

should not coincide with out-of-work presentations of self. Furthermore, within work, employees

must induce a specific, advantageous emotion in themselves-the interactions of work set

boundaries of acceptable feelings. Many factors, both internal to and external from the worker,

determine which emotions are viewed as appropriate in the workplace.

Emotional labor in psychotherapists differs from flight attendants' performance due to a

myriad of factors. Therapy demands a display of neither cheer nor hostility, but a more complex

array of emotions throughout extended relationships with their patients. The constant change of

emotional "faces," ranging from nurturance as a mother-figure, to empathetic understanding of

suicidality demands a complexity in the shifting nature of self in psychotherapy. Psychotherapy

work plays a unique role in emotional labor and enriches its discourse with a complication of

layers. Psychotherapy provides a lens into some of Hochschild's unexplored territories. A few of

the complications I discovered in my own exploration include therapists' perceptions of
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authenticity of self, and the office as a shielded space from the public eye, resulting in the private

nature of therapy and a more personal regulation ofthe self presented. Another factor entangled

in the emotional labor of psychotherapists is the long-term relationships with patients and the

necessary distinguishing of emotional boundaries in these professional connections.

While service sector jobs place employees in a physical space of scrutiny; emotional

labor in a grocery store or a retail shop places workers on public display. The store supervisors,

and perhaps even the corporations, monitor the behaviors ofthese workers. Psychotherapists, on

the other hand, usually work in spaces bound by confidentiality. The professional world, private

practice, and offices harboring confidentiality provide an autonomy clerks and waiters will not

be granted. Furthermore, the very nature of psychotherapy as a white-collar job and the societal

perception ofthe role of psychiatrists and psychologists as an educated position places

psychotherapists in a position of authority and knowledge that is transcendent of menial

emotional labor. In private practice, psychotherapists have greater control oftheir own clientele,

which allows them to hand-select clients that they perceive to be a good match, rather than those

with whom they will not get along. The self-selectivity of therapists into a field known for

strenuous emotional labor output and the value placed on empathy in the realm of psychology

means that therapists likely gravitated to the field in part due to their strengths in

psychotherapeutic emotional labor. Though they are a different sector of workers, the genuine

feelings they must invest in their work and the requirement of empathetic response to high levels

of emotional distress and disturbance indicate a clear dissonance between their work and home

lives.

Social expectations, workplace standards, and self-induced enforcement propagate

emotional labor requirements. Rafaeli and Sutton (1989) indicate three determinants of expressed
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emotion during work: norms, or expectations, workers' characteristics, and the interaction itself.

Social expectations and norms form through individuals' past interactions, preconceived notions

of customer-employee relations, and social scripts gained through life experience. Workers'

characteristics, according to Rafaeli and Sutton (1989), include demographics such as gender and

race, as well as mood, temperament, disposition, and the worker's intuitive emotional reactions

(Wharton 2009: 156). The last factor, the singularity ofthe interaction, produces different

expressions of emotion in workers-the setting, client, goals all factor into the unique

circumstances to which the worker reacts. Each of these factors perform an intricate dance in

determining how deeply emotional labor comes into play, what employees outwardly express,

and the resulting effects on the worker. Each worker and the circumstances of his or her labor

interactions will result in different short and long-term effects.

One factor Rafaeli and Sutton disregard, however, is the job itself. A worker's occupation

determines how much and for what length they must perform emotional labor, and often

contributes to how clients or customers react to the worker or interaction. For example, people

seeking service will react to a fast food server very differently from a doctor. From the

professional's standpoint, the short spurts of interaction such as in retail or the restaurant

industry versus long-term, relationship-based services such as social work or psychotherapy,

pose very different emotional requirements. An understanding of emotional labor within a line of

work necessitates the examination of that job in its specificity.

Hochschild began her exploration of emotional labor with an examination of flight

attendants and bill collectors, and her work inspired studies on emotional labor within the work

realms of phone sex workers (Flowers: 1998), strippers (Chapkis: 1997), retail clerks (Godwyn:

2006),waitresses (Paules: 1991), nannies (Macdonald: 1996), doctors (Smith and Kleinman:
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1989), and lawyers (Pierce: 1995). Bulan et al.(1997) cite both Hochschild, Rafaeli and Sutton

in examining service-sector work: "service workers thus may be required not only to appear

happy, nice, and glad to serve the customer, but also to actually feel this way" (1997: 238). They

point to the embodiment of emotional work, where the feelings must be felt far below the surface

and internalized.

Emotional labor differs from physical or mental labor in that it may be self-induced, or

formally instituted by work standards or a customer service program. Both formal and informal

institutions influence one another; the more employees engage in good customer service, the

higher the expectations of standards, and vice versa. Hochschild presents the company courtesy

campaign ofWinn-Dixie, a Florida-based grocery store, where cashiers kept dollar bills pinned

to their uniforms. The bills would be given to any customer who felt dissatisfied with the

sincerity ofthe greeting and thank you presented. One cashier told a customer, '''1 don't know

why [the company] did this. They didn't have to. I'm really friendly anyway'" (Hochschild

1983:150). Hochschild's interprets this cashier's comment as an indication of personal sincerity

levels regardless of customer service expectations, or a ploy on the part ofthe company to have

employees say similar phrases. According to Bulan et al.'s research, however, the cashier may be

asserting her value as an autonomous human being, rather than a robotic standards-based

employee. If the cashier was rebelling against the courtesy campaign, the result is unclear. Over

long periods oftime, the lack of agency may wear down even those who try to psychologically

protect themselves, and workers' mental health suffers.

Detriments of Emotional Labor

Hochschild argues that emotional labor poses risks through its detriments for service

workers. For flight attendants, smiles are the embodiment of effectively cheerful emotion at
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work, and shedding the embedded positivity in these smiles is not easy at the end of the day. One

airline attendant describes the transition from work to off-hours: "1 come off a long trip in a state

of utter exhaustion, but 1find 1 can't relax. 1 giggle a lot, 1chatter, 1call friends. It's as if! can't

release myself from an artificially created elation that kept me 'up' on the trip. 1hope to be able

to come down from it better as 1 get better at the job'" (Hochschild 1983:4). Her experience

illuminates the difficulty of emotional labor itself; full engagement at work results in a restless

exhaustion at the end of the day, and the inability to resolve the "work-self' and the "after-work

self." The "work-self' is associated with artificiality, elation, chatter, energy, excitement, and the

"after-work-self' with relaxation, "coming down," and the perception of authenticity. What this

quote also reveals is a lack of employer concern for self-care post-emotional labor. Employers

generally teach employees how to function properly in the workplace through customer service

training ofthe "work self." While flight attendants' upbeat personality is formally encouraged in

training, the skills of removing this "work-self' and transitioning into another "self' are not. This

is a navigation that all interactive jobs require, and is rarely formally learned.

Emotional labor is often overlooked; as a recent conceptualization of a practice that has

been in existence as long as interactive work, the strain and complexities are not always

recognized or praised by employers or customers. Emotional labor should not be dismissed,

however, as a lesser form of work or overshadowed by the feats of mental or physical labor

performed. The under appreciation of emotional labor is clear through the lack of formal training

oftransitioning from work to other realms of life. One flight attendant Hochschild interviewed

correlates improvement of her working skills, "the job," with the improvement of her ability to

control the embodiment of "created elation" (Hochschild 1983: 4) For her, however, the two are
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separate but intertwined efforts-emotional labor and management of the aftereffects are not

formal job expectations, but self-taught skills.

Bulan et al.'s research indicate that in the service sector, when job success depends on

social skills that include the ability to emotional labor, workers lean towards self-perceived

inauthenticity and fewer positive feelings about work. The factors that reverse this effect,

however, are the amount of control they exercise over their work and more time spent interacting

with others in the workplace (Bulan et al. 1997: 235). Bulan et al. focus on "affective

requirements," or the institutionalization of emotional labor. Customer savvy and service

standards force positive affect upon employees; consumers have an acute sense of determining

authentic and fake presentations of emotions (Bulan et al. 1997:238). Affective requirements

result in both inauthenticity and positive affect, or a fa9ade of positivity (Bulan et al. 1997: 236).

Bulan et al. ' s research states that the more agency employees perceive to be in their hands, the

better their perception of work and emotional well-being. In other words, the "greatest influence

on [workers] sense of emotional well-being" at work is "their subjective perceptions of who

controls the work process" and "the extent oftheir identity involvement in it" (Bulan et al.

1997:239). Ifworkers perceive themselves to have more agency, rather than feeling forced to

adhere to company standards, the higher their well-being.

The perception of agency also applies to the relationship workers conceive with their

jobs. Hochschild presents three mindsets employees adopt. In the first mindset, workers develop

a relationship with their jobs that distinguishing from the work that is clear enough to remove

blame-the job itself "require[s] the capacity to act" (Hoschchild 1983: 187). This worker is

friendly, but only as a representative ofthe company; the warmth of character has little to do

with the employee him or herself. The second relationship workers have with work is when they
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"distinguish [themselves] from the job ... ; but [they] may blame [themselves] for making this

very distinction." Hochschild characterizes these workers as fake actors (Hoschchild 1983: 187),

rather than genuine, and guilt emerges from the insincerity of the acting, or work. The third

relationship is the most problematic, when "the worker identifies too wholeheartedly with the

job, and therefore risks burnout" (Hoschchild 1983: 187) These workers throw themselves fully

into their jobs, thus the distinction work self and other selves, according to Kondo (see

Authenticity of Self p.4S), become less clear. '''Burnout' is a syndrome of emotional exhaustion

among workers in the helping professions" (Rafaeili and Sutton 1987:23 quoting Maslach 1981).

As a concept, burnout illustrates that such thing as "too much" emotion exists, even of the

positive variety. The deep investment ofthe personal, vulnerable facets of self in any job could

result in emotional exhaustion.

Erickson and Wharton (1997) focus their research on the relationship between depression

and inauthenticity in emotional work. They examined questionnaire data from bank and hospital

workers, focusing on two facets: workers' perception of inauthenticity and positive affective

responses. Their findings reveal the detriments of enforced standards of emotional work upon

mental health. Erickson and Wharton found a positive correlation between self-reported feelings

of inauthenticity and positive affect, or pretense of positive feelings, and self-rating on a

depressive scale. They point to research that indicates that requirements of creating a specific

emotional climate evoke emotional dissonance (Ashforth and Humphrey (1993), Rafaeli and

Sutton (1987)).

Kolb presents the psychological dissonance as a moral identity dilemma. The self

selecting nature of intensely emotional work, he says, is shaped by the desire to be "recognized

as a caring and compassionate person" (Kolb 2010: 3). Moral identity, a selfbood shaped by the
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internalization of sympathy and compassion, serves as an expression of social values. Moral

identity and its rewards of self-affirmation serve as valued compensation for a socially perceived

low-paying, low-prestige job. Kolb frames his study of the emotional labor of counselors and

domestic violence victim advocates in light of identity dissonance. He poses that conflict lies in

the rift between the counselor's moral identity and his or her inevitable dislike of some clients

and difficulties working with them.

Sandy, a social worker from the film A Thousand Clowns that Hochschild quotes,

presents a narrative for Kolb's identity dilemma. She says, '''I spent a long time understanding

Raymond. And once I understood him, I hated him, and he's only nine years old. Some cases I

love and some cases I hate, and that's all wrong for my work'" (Hochschild 1983:150). Sandy's

devotion to her patients and her moral identity pushes her to understand Raymond as a unique

individual worthy of her time and emotional labor. Once she develops her understanding of

Raymond, however, she finds she feels a guilt-laden hatred towards him. His young age only

deepens her guilt, because he is not old enough to fully control his behaviors or self-monitor his

speech. Sandy's guilt is an emotional manifestation ofthe moral dilemma. Her assertion that her

reactions to different cases, ranging from love to hatred, is "'all wrong for [her] work'"

(Hochschild 1983:150) indicates the problematic truth of Kolb's identity dilemma.

The occupational expectations of interpersonal work fields, including social work and

psychotherapy, pose an ideal, theoretically unbiased equality of patient care and an equal

distribution of emotional labor. In reality, however, personal preferences and past experiences

color professional views of patients and clients. This influenced view butts heads with the ideal

of unbiased treatment and reduces the therapist's personal value of natural preferences to guilty
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feelings about unequal treatment. Even with the freedoms in a white-collar profession such as

psychotherapy, workers will not be freed easily from this dysfunctional dilemma.

Counseling work, social work, and psychotherapy, among other heavily interactive jobs,

have a reputation for exhaustive work days, rife with opportunities for moral identity dilemmas.

While in psychotherapy, moral identity may not occur as commonly as in victim advocacy, the

nature of therapy as an aid to those who cannot help themselves lends itself to a self

identification with compassion and empathy. The moral identity dilemma induces guilt in

psychotherapists. Mental instability and disorders that include symptoms of aggression,

wallowing self-pity, or inability to express feelings prove trying. The ability to empathize and

work with difficult patients, however, is a core element of mental health professions.

Not much work has been done with psychotherapists and the emotional labor in which

they engage their skills. Psychotherapists, too, however, must engage in emotional labor. The

complexities of emotional labor in psychotherapy include both emotional care for patients and

the long-term investment in a relationship. Patient care for those who may be unable to express

themselves fully or function on a different plane of emotion due to mental illness poses strain

upon the therapist's ability to perform appropriately empathetic, even cordial, emotional labor. In

the face of disturbing, frightening, tragic, and perhaps mundane and repetitive patient

experiences, and empathizing with conditions the therapist has likely never experienced,

emotional labor becomes an integral part of psychotherapy.

What Is Psychotherapy?

In psychoanalysis, therapy is an attempt to enter the psychological state Freud refers to as

'''simply listening'" (Freud in Ogden 1997: 133) and Bion refers to as '''reverie,' a state

characterized by the absence of 'memory and desire'" (Bion 1967 in Ogden 1997: 133). To enter
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reverie requires successful efforts to "catch the drift ofthe patient's unconscious experience"

(Ogden 1997: 132). Not every therapist uses a Freudian psychoanalytic or similar psychodynamic

foundation; a wide variety oftherapeutic practices exist. All my interviewees, however, based

their practice on psychoanalytic belief, whether considering themselves psychodynamic, or

eclectic practitioners. Each touted the importance of delving deeper into emotions and extracting

experiences and connections of which the patient was previously unaware. This methodology is

based on psychoanalysis, where, at its most basic, therapy is a journey in which therapist and

patient "attempt to enhance their capacity to take part in 'eventful experience,' to experience a

full range of 'the joys and griefs, the heights and depths' of human emotions" (Ogden 1997: 17).

Psychoanalytical belief posits that only the very surface level of the patient and his or her

emotions can be explained consciously and verbally, and that the full expansion of self remains

in the unconscious. The depths of the psyche can be revealed through transference, the patient's

unconscious projection of felt emotions onto the therapist, and countertransference, the

therapists' reciprocal unconscious projections. These processes provide the most important

material for psychoanalysis. Transference and countertransference stem from the psychoanalytic

concept of projective identification and occur during and after therapeutic sessions as "the

phenomena [of] ... unconscious projective fantasies in association with the evocation of

congruent feelings in others" (Ogden 1982: 1). During or after a session, the patient or therapist

may feel extreme anger, personal indignation, shame, delight, or any other emotions that extend

beyond conscious control.

In practice, therapists must be acutely aware oftheir patients' feelings, but also their own,

in order to identify transference and countertransference when they occur. From the "barrage of

chaotic psychological debris emanating from the patient" (Ogden 1982:5), the therapist may
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unconsciously pick up on some event or detail that resonates with his or her personal life that

leads to projective identification. The projected feelings are sensed as strange foreign emotions.

"It is unsettling to imagine experiencing feelings and thinking thoughts that are in an important

sense not entirely one's own" (Ogden 1982:1).

Joan, one ofthe therapists I interviewed, provided me with a clear picture of how she

experiences countertransference in a session. She explains that, in her head, she always asks the

question,

Is she or he projecting something onto me and I'm feeling it for them? That's
happened a lot. I've done that, you know, clients will be feeling something and
they're not exhibiting anything and suddenly I'm overwhelmed with something,
okay. And I might even say, 'Wow! Why am I feeling this? Can you help me with
this? I'm feeling sad, all of a sudden!' I've had somebody go from laughing to
crying because they were just laughing to trying to-but once I recognized and
announced it, wow! I just opened up a whole new avenue of freedom to let me
know, that was sad. Why, what was so funny really was so sad. I think being
really attuned to the countertransference.

Joan experienced an unexplained sadness, while her patient was laughing, which to her,

seemed to come out of nowhere. Sensing the presence of countertransference within her, she

pointed out her own feeling, deftly using it as a tool in the therapy session, and her patient's

laughter transformed into tears, providing both therapist and patient with a revelation of sadness

and a "new avenue of freedom" to explore it. While the emotions in transference and

countertransference are not always so clear as sadness and mirth, Joan's example clearly

presented the elements of unexpected emotion and the revelation through questioning that

feeling. Her identification of her sadness played a key role in allowing her patient to reveal more.

Deborah Luepnitz, psychotherapist and author of Schopenhauer's Porcupines, a

compilation of five different stories about intimacy from her practice, describes the phenomenon

in her own words: "[Projective identification is] not a conscious strategy for making someone
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else feel bad but, rather, au unconscious means oftrausmitting unbearable information"

(Luepenitz 2002: 29). She touts the importauce of internal emotional self-awareness during

sessions. She says, in the context of countertrausference,

Paying attention to these thoughts, inchoate and groundless as they must be after a
first session, is crucial for therapists. Acknowledging to oneself an initial dislike
for (or a strong affection for, or sexual attraction to) a patient greatly reduces the
chauces of enacting those feelings [Luepnitz 2002: 108]

She sees "acknowledgment" as the first step in recognizing countertransference, and a

preventative step in "enacting those feelings." Lueptnitz, as well as my interviewees, give

allegiance to Ogden's doctrine of feeling acknowledgment, rather than suppression, in

therapeutic practice.

In one of Ogden's examples, projective identification placed the therapist in a "stressful

and confusing development wherein he felt intensely inadequate aud ashamed ofthe sound of his

own voice" (Ogden 1982:42). Such self-focused feelings hinder the therapeutic process, but

when identified as projective identification, serve as a tool. They allow the therapist to "inform

his understanding of the transference, and not simply to further his understanding of himself'

(Ogden 1982:49). While potentially injurious or unwelcome to the therapist, projective

identification may be the necessary gateway to trausference, a method of better understanding

the patient's feelings. These emotions spau a broad range, inclusive of affection, dependence,

rage, and hatred. The therapist, with some skillful questioning, may utilize these unexpected

expressed feelings as a looking glass into the patient's psyche, aud pull out the missing links of

why he or she experiences these emotions.

When experiencing projective identification, "the therapist's interventions are likely to be

motivated by conscious and unconscious efforts to get the patient to stop doing whatever it is that
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he is doing that is leading to the therapist's feelings of being controlled or attacked or

strangulated or imprisoned or paralyzed" (Ogden 1982:50). The natural self-protective tendency

must be overcome by the realization that the therapist can pull the therapeutic process in a

productive direction through associations in his or her own mind and use projections as tools for

further exploration during sessions.

Part ofthe psychotherapist's job, therefore, is to use his or her judgment and risk

investing the self in decisions that affect the patient. If a therapeutic technique damages, rather

than helps, only the therapist is at fault-no external cause or person can be blamed. Often

analysis requires the therapist to reflexively examine his or herself in light ofthe session to see

how much personal experience influences his or her emotional reactions to the patient. Thoughts,

experiences, and memories that are self-purposed, rather than patient-purported can deter from a

successful session.

The therapeutic relationship, ideally, is an intimate one: "When the analyst is unable to

analyze the unconscious thoughts, feelings, and sensations that are preventing him from listening

freely and imaginatively, a gulf between the analyst and analysand grows" (Ogden 1997:14).

Key components required for the therapist's, or analyst's, success in preventing this gulf and

developing the patient-therapist relationship include the intake of the patient's words, and just as

important, a self-reflexive thought process in therapy. Successful therapy, according to Ogden,

requires an investment of self in session, particularly an ever present self-awareness that keeps

the patient's defenses down. Therapy requires constant self-monitoring and creates a unique

relationship between each patient and the therapist.

One way of conceptualizing this bond is Ogden's "analytic third" (Ogden 1997: 109), a

dialectic entity formed from the relationship between therapist and patient. In its joint forging,
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the analytic third is created from the therapeutic participation of both parties, and yet it is

experienced separately and uniquely by both therapist and patient. The individual experience of

the analytic third is felt by "his own separate, individual personality system which is shaped and

structured by his own form of psychological organization, his own layering and linkages of

personal meanings derived from the totality of his history and unique set of life experiences"

(Ogden 1997: 110). The individuality of each patient, reiterated over and over again in

interviews, forges a new analytic third in each therapeutic relationship. The therapist must shape

and individualize himself or herselfto each patient; every relationship will be different. The

constant honing of selfthroughout the workday proves a strenuous task; my interviewees

expressed feelings of exhaustion, the need to release negative energy, and the desire to cleanse

themselves after work.

Detriments of Emotional Labor in Psychotherapy

Emotional vulnerability, embedded in the very nature of psychoanalysis, presents one of

many dangers therapists face. The American Psychological Association website provides a

current list of occupational hazards and preventative measures for therapists to peruse. While

many of these tips seem logical, even intuitive, many psychiatrists and therapists do not engage

them in their practice. Many ofthe suggestions involve detriments of emotional labor and

"working" while not in the office, which leads to burnout. Lack of knowledge and access to

validation from sites like APA's leave therapists struggling in their quests for self-care and

battles between enjoyment of work and succumbing to the personal vulnerabilities it exacerbates.

My findings of variability from interviewee to interviewee in the rigidity of the work/personal

boundary show a lack of consistent training and haziness in guidelines for separating work from

personal life. Furthermore, the negative effects described in my interviews show far more
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nuances and complexities in their individualized manifestations. While the APA website

provides nascent efforts of standardized professional support, my findings suggest that fostering

an awareness ofthe work/personal boundary and individualized strategies in training could

prevent or slow the detrimental effects of emotional labor.

The study of psychotherapists adds a layer of complexity to the nature of emotional

management. Psychotherapists deal with and present complicated emotions, embodying much

more than positivity, as the flight attendants do, or stern stringency as the bill collectors. The

emotional work therapists must practice include the cultivation of empathy, understanding,

warmth, encouragement, and reassurance, alongside the restraint of judgment, personal opinion,

and instinctual reaction. The demonstration of empathy invokes the most complex dynamic in

the interaction. Empathy itself is a difficult emotional balance between self and other. Therapists

must not only manage their own emotions, but also take on some of their patients' as well, in

order to better understand their patients and embody their role as mental caregiver. They are

trained to place themselves in the shoes oftheir patients in order to better understand their issues,

which blurs the lines of personal boundaries. Moreover, the restraint psychotherapists practice in

suppressing expressions of inappropriate emotional display such as shock, disgust, surprise, or

anger, is forced management that overrides natural reaction in therapy work. Another factor that

complicates psychotherapy is the therapists' long-term care of mental and emotional health of

their patients. While flight attendants assuage the fears of passengers for the length of a flight,

therapists establish a relationship potentially for a lifetime, and almost always longer than a few

hours.

Emotional management in psychotherapy proves difficult in both theoretical and practical

aspects. Therapy is not prescriptive work; formulaic medicine and "the right words" or demeanor
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will not suffice, due to the individuality and unique nature of each patient's issues. The dynamic

between therapist and patient, too, will be singular; working with each patient requires

professional discretion. It takes skill, experience, and lessons learned from past mistakes to be

able to conduct the art of therapy. Therapists must face the challenge of balancing this artistry

with elements of scientific "detective work," as one of my interviewees described, and mastering

the balance requires extensive experience and forces the therapist to engage in self-reflection.

According to Ogden, and consistent with the experiences of my interviewees, "it requires a great

deal oftraining and experience to be able to talk in a way that feels and sounds spontaneous,

unpracticed, uncontrived, undictated by analytic convention or prescription" (Ogden 1997:3).

Rather than the prescriptive nod and smile required of flight attendants in Hochschild's work

(Hochschild 1983:96), therapists must engage their own intuition and analytic skills to have a

successful session. "The analyst's 'work of interpretation [is] not to be brought under strict rules

and [leaves] a great deal of play to the physician's tact and skill'" (Freud 1912 in Ogden

1997: 132).

Emotional demands and outside stressors affect psychotherapists in detrimental ways.

The American Psychological Association presents the detriments of emotional labor as

occupational hazards. I have bolded the bullet points that adhere to emotional labor:

• The stress of our role, as professionals working with people in distress
• The demands and importance of clinical and professional responsibility
• Varied and often qnickly shifting role demands
• The challenge of managing the intimate, confidential and nonreciprocal nature of

the client/therapist relationship
• The interactions between personal stresses and the demands of our work
• Isolation in the work context
• Role characteristics that make psychologists prone to burnout (e.g., responsibility

for people vs. things, limited control over outcomes, limited resources, high level of
involvement)
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• Vulnerability to vicarious traumatization from empathic engagement with
traumatized clients

• The changing standards in the profession (e.g. decreased support for psychotherapy, an
increased intrusion oflegal and business concerns into therapeutic practice, increased
documentation requirements)

• The stress related to the business of practice (e.g. decreasing revenue and autonomy,
managed care demands)

The non-bolded points are included to acknowledge other detriments of therapy work that

are not necessarily related to emotional labor. These bullets expand the problems and stress of

work and play roles in the presentation of self, as well as the relationship between therapist and

patient, even if not clearly related to emotional labor. For example, a patient who is under

managed care insurance, and is given no more than eight sessions will be viewed, and perhaps

treated differently (consciously or unconsciously) from a patient who pays out-of-pocket and has

an unlimited number of sessions to develop and heal. Furthermore, the practicalities and logistics

of paperwork, legal concerns, and the business side of therapy add stressors that may remove

from the energy therapists have to channel into the therapeutic relationship. In my interviews and

analysis, I do not further address these other aspects in depth, but acknowledge their substantial

weight upon the difficulties of the job.

Occupational hazards that therapists face, according to the APA fall into two categories:

the demanding nature ofthe work itself and their relationships with their clients. Therapy can

easily become tiring due to large amounts of responsibility for their patients (Saakvitne).

Therapists, in a sense, hold others' mental well-being in their hands. Other factors that increase

vulnerabilities to occupational stress in the workplace include lack of support, failure to consult

with other therapists regarding uncertainties in prescribed treatment, overwork, "a tendency to

focus the needs of others while neglecting personal needs and problems" (Saakvitne). Saakvitne

also mentions lack of balance in leisure and non-work activities and poor self-care as out-of-
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work occupational hazards. Psychology, unlike Hochschild's commercial airline companies,

acknowledges life outside of work and necessary personal leisure, as well as self-care. The

APA's recommendations are gentle guidelines, not regimented laws. Whether therapists consult

this easily available website, practice self-care, or engage in non-work activities for personal

pleasure outside of work, is less certain-there are no rigid rules for doing so. Regardless of

therapist usage, these guidelines reveal APA's encouragement of simultaneously focusing on self

and client, and creating boundaries between personal and professional.

Notably, "The challenge of managing the intimate, confidential and nonreciprocal

nature of the client/therapist relationship" and "The stress of our role, as professionals

working with people in distress" give rise to the issue of attachment and professional

boundaries in the therapeutic relationship. Simultaneous intimacy and non-reciprocity pose an

unusual difficulty in the professional sphere. Due to the personal nature of the information the

patient provides, the patient, in disclosing self-perceived intimate details places the therapist in a

high position of trust. The patient may have never disclosed this information to even his or her

closest friends or family members. Another challenge left unmentioned is the struggle to get to

this place of intimacy in the therapeutic relationship. Maintenance and management is the second

step-the first step of establishing the trust and gaining rapport with clientele could be equally, if

not more challenging. After trust has been established, the "nonreciprocal nature" ofthe

relationship, when one party has disclosed such personal information, is strange and unnatural.

My interviewees explain their experiences in their therapeutic relationships in The Therapeutic

Relationship in Chapter 4.

Another factor that exacerbates occupational stress is the social value placed on therapy

work and the ranking of psychology as a second-tier science to physical medicine (Baker et al.
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2009:74). According to Saakvitne, the extent to which psychologists' work is "valued and

supported by the systems within which we work affects our professional esteem and as well as

the amount of energy we must expend in defending or justifying our work" (Saakvitne). In

addition to the emotional expenditure, professional dealings, and occupational vulnerability as a

foundation of difficulty, therapists especially may spend additional energy justifying their field

of work. Another factor Saakvitne points out is isolation; many practitioners work in private

practice, isolated in their own office space, or "as the only psychologist in a multidisciplinary

setting" (Saakvitne), such as in a school. Without colleagues to confer or seek support from

regarding professional queries and concerns, the loneliness and self-doubt about therapeutic

decisions, as well as the sheer amount of time spent as the only professional in the same office

space-eight hours in a room-can be a significant stressor. Upon returning home or going out

with friends, "the requirements of confidentiality and the uniquely private nature ofthe work

further exacerbate this isolation and contribute to the stress" (Saakvitne).

The Board of Professional Affairs Advisory Committee on Colleague Assistance

(ACCA), designed to focus on the "prevention of professional distress and impairment"

(Saakvitne) for both the professional and the public, devotes a website to questions that may

arise regarding professional health and well-being for psychologists. Their list serves as a tool to

help therapists identify triggers for negative feelings about self and work. Increased awareness of

occupational hazards can also provide a sense of validation in the work of therapy. "Stress"

recurs three times in the list, and the portrayal oftherapy work as "demanding," "important,"

"challenging" all legitimize the difficulties ofthe job. Saakvitne attributes the difficulties ofthe

work to the "interaction between the specific demands ofthe work and individual characteristics

of each psychologist." Occupational stress can be exacerbated by "aspects of who we are and our
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current life circumstances (the person)" (Saakvitne). Professional therapists struggling with

feelings of insecurity or inadequacy may use the hazards as a justification for their hardship at

work. The list attempts to remove personalization ofthe difficulties; instead of placing the blame

upon the professional, it states that the demands ofthe job overwhelm even the most adept

therapist. Although this issue of vulnerability to occupational stress and the detriments of

emotional labor pervades the field, it is not widely discussed or addressed. According to

Saakvitne, "the prevalence of stigma associated with psychological distress and a misguided

belief that psychologists should not be affected by their work" actually work together to "create a

'conspiracy of silence'" (Pope 1994 in Saakvitne) around work vulnerability. Yet, at the same

time, research studies indicate the very real effect of distress and impairment on psychologists

(Guy, 1989; Pope, 1987 in Saakvitne).

All ofthese stress factors and their exacerbations lead to high burnout risk, according to

the American Psychological Association's guide to ""Professional Health and Well-being for

Psychologists." In Hochschild's presentation ofthe three different relationships that employees

have with their jobs: the first worker is not acting, he or she is personally invested his or her

representation ofthe company and embodying the personalization of this image. Any negativity

on the job is more likely to be personally taken, which results in high stress. This worker sits on

two extremes of self-presentation: the genuinely warm and friendly self, and the burnout self.

Hochschild describes that the burnout self "often reacts passively: [he or] she stops caring and

becomes remote and detached form the people [he or] she serves" (Hoschchild 1983: 187).

Burnout is only one example of the negative consequences that one is susceptible to, should he

or she be unable to find a balance in work/personal life. These potential negative consequences

affect the personal and the professional.
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Therapists could suffer personal consequences such as job dissatisfaction, cynicism,

psychological damage, social isolation, addiction to stress-alleviating chemicals or behaviors,

stress-related illnesses, and potential suicide (Saakvitne). Furthemore, therapists' negativity

could spread to the professional relationship and result in patients' symptom of exacerbation,

boundary violations, and ethical violations or malpractice. The APA website lists warning signs

that indicate occupational stress, including loss of pleasure, motivation, and work perspective,

inability to focus or concentrate, isolation, chronic irritability, negativity, and depression

(Saakvitne). These emotional and motivational difficulties could lead to clinical errors,

workaholism, depression, substance abuse, persistent and intrusive thoughts about clients, and

suicidal thoughts (Saakvitne). Psychotherapy leaves its practitioners susceptible to unhealthy

thoughts and behaviors that affect not only themselves and their personal lives, but also their

patients. When the work becomes overwhelming, misery invades both work and personal life.

The APA's ACCA Board website not only includes occupational hazards that commonly

arise, factors that increase vulnerability to work stress and following consequences, but also

prevention strategies. Many of the suggested tips involve prioritizing self-care and emotional,

psychological, and spiritual well-being by seeking regular support and other health resources

(Saakvitne). Before this prioritization can occur, however, therapists must understand that they

are vulnerable to "vicarious traumatization and other role-related risks" and accept and develop

"reasonable and realistic expectations about workload, responsibilities, and capabilities"

(Saakvitne). A suggested solution is to adjust their caseloads and seek consultation with other

experts to alleviate the mental load. A balance of "work, rest, and play" (Saakvitne) and a pursuit

of "opportunities for intellectual stimulation ... outside of the profession" (Saakvitne) are also

encouraged.
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Saakvitne and the occupational stress page on the APA website allude to the phenomenon

of psychotherapists' refusal to admit to vulnerability in occupational stress. She writes, "Life

happens to psychologists as it does to everyone else. Over the course of a career, one may face

illness, bereavement, traumatic experiences, marriages or divorces (partnerships or separations),

birth or adoption of children, family tragedies, family triumphs" (Saakvitne). She pushes for the

elimination of the taboo subject of variance in vulnerability to occupational stress due to life

circumstances. Therapists are not always mentally healthy themselves, and as they identify their

weaknesses or vulnerabilities, Saakvitne encourages them to treat themselves first. "Just as a

construction worker with a bad back must wear a back brace, so a therapist with a vulnerability

to depression must shore up his or her support system and monitor his or her need for

psychotherapy or medication as needed" (Saakvitne). She does not differentiate between physical

vulnerabilities and mental vulnerabilities; in a mind-based field like psychology, the latter may

be more worrisome, and thus more urgent to treat.

Many ofthe stresses of occupational hazards emerge from the root oftherapy's personal

nature itself. Therapy involves patients sharing "painful life circumstances and events that

include stories of loss, traumatization, neglect, isolation and despair ... graphic accounts of

brutality, horror, and tragedy" (Saakvitne). The roles therapists playas caretakers and as a

trusted source of knowledge require responsibilities such as maintenance of "confidentiality,

ethical boundaries, clinical responsibility and empathic atlunement" (Saakvitne). Therapists must

equip themselves with "stamina, clarity, and integrity" (Saakvitne) to survive and meet their ever

changing role-demands. A problem in the field is simply that the therapeutic relationship is

"uniquely intimate and uniquely bounded and many clinicians find themselves unprepared for

and inadequately supported in the difficult challenges inherent in these relationships"
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(Saakvitne). Awareness, mental preparation, and support-seeking, therefore, would alleviate

much of the inevitable occupational stress.

All ofthese elements of vulnerability and hazards oftherapy work are rarely addressed or

acknowledged as such. The stigma of psychological distress within professionals who ease or

guide others through their mental health issues results in avoidance of the topic of vulnerability

altogether. The nature of the work and the emotional burden oftherapy leave "all psychologists

vulnerable to occupational stress" If the shame and guilt associated with acknowledging

vulnerability in the workplace is not eliminated, vulnerabilities can lead to grave consequences,

including burnout, physical and mental distress, even to the point of potential suicide

(Saakvitne). Saakvitne pleads to "address issues oftherapist vulnerability and occupational

stress" in "training programs, daily routines, and practice settings" (Saakvitne). The existence of

the APA ACCA Board and its website prove that therapists already have a foot ahead of

Hochschild's flight attendants and other service workers. However, many questions are left

unanswered.

Is there an ideal way to emotionally labor in psychotherapy? Every source points to a

reduction of vulnerability and the ability to take care of oneself. Saakvitne touts the philosophy

of self-help before helping others; the tips for self-care, though seemingly underused, are

emphasized as necessary, rather than encouraged, on the APA website. According to both sites,

emotional awareness and well-being in and out of work is a prerequisite to successful long-term

therapy and preventing burnout. Is there a conceptualization ofthe "self' that benefits therapists

and extends the life of their career? Without a strong work/personal boundary, the shedding of

the "work self' becomes even more problematic. A more complex emotional labor would require

more of oneself thrown into the "work self," which may make going home and aversively
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returning from the realm of psychological problems difficult. My research explores this issue of

self and brings personal voices of professional hardship, and strategies for self-care into

conversation with the concept of emotional labor.

Authenticity of Self

Distancing oneself from the patient may be instinctual, especially when he or she is

homicidal or suicidal. Carmen, an interviewee, reveals, "I think there's always a certain amount

of stress for everyone, and I think this has been harder for me than for many, in actively dealing

with suicidal and homicidal patients ... And for me, those are situations where I get scared." At

the same time, all of the therapists I interviewed agreed that therapy should be a time of

emotional openness, when the patient can say anything without judgment. The therapist,

therefore, is responsible for managing his or her own emotions which may conflict with the

patient-therapist relationship. I explore this tension between responsibility and self-preservation

in The Therapeutic Relationship.

In the realm of therapy, unconstrained reactions are not always appropriate. Chard and

Cooper (2002) describe typical emotional reactions, despite attempts at emotional labor:

"Therapists' reactions to their clients' stories of interpersonal violence and neglect can trigger

feelings that range from numbness to rage, helplessness to excessive control, and over

identification to distancing and detachment" (Chard and Cooper 2005). The management of such

strong emotions and natural reactions extends the emotional labor Hochschild's flight attendants

perform. Having to stifle rage or respond verbally and, at the same time, display appropriate

body language whilst feeling an internal numbness is only one example of difficulty in

therapeutic emotional management. Chard and Cooper intended their article to become critically
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aware of "possible interpersonal and/or situational factors that can put practitioners at

professional risk" (2005).

The spectrum of reactions ranging from "distancing and detachment" to "over

identification" (Chard and Cooper 2005) is not unlike Hochschild's three employee relationships

to work. Over-identification in therapy, according to Chard and Cooper (2005) leads to a

"blurring of therapeutic boundaries, with the therapist relying on the use of advice giving, self

disclosure and perhaps intentional contact with the client outside oftherapy sessions" (Chard and

Cooper 2005). The therapeutic boundaries refer to those established by social and professional

standards within the field of psychotherapy. A professional distance entails depersonalized,

open, intentionally self-removed conversations and healing. The three actions of "advice giving,"

"self-disclosure," and "intentional contact with the client outside oftherapy sessions" (chard and

Cooper 2005) are inappropriate to this distance, and affects the dynamic of the relationship, the

healing process of the patient, and most importantly for this project, the emotional well-being of

the therapist.

Chard and Cooper (2005) state that therapists who fall into the over-identification trap

"often report ruminating about the client during the week, and will express strong feelings of

concern or anger on behalf of the client" (citing Figley 2002). Work is no longer partitioned off

to the workplace, but has bled into influencing other aspects oftheir lives. "Concern or anger"

(Chard and Cooper 2005), and potentially helplessness and frustration, overwhelm the therapists'

normal state of emotional being. Due to this unhealthy overlap, a separation of work and other

realms of life proves important. This distinction results in a healthier therapist, but also safer care

for the patient. According to Chard and Cooper (2005), "Some therapists can become caught up

in the sensationalistic aspects ofthe trauma work and push clients to recount details oftheir
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abuse past the point of healthy processing," resulting in overwhelming distress on the part of the

patient. "Rather than effective processing ofthe event(s), the result may be client

retraumatization."

On the opposite side of the spectrum, the "distancing and detachment" (Chard and

Cooper 2005) side, "some therapists may feel so distressed by their clients' stories that they may

unconsciously distance themselves from their clients due to their own feelings of avoidance,

denial, guilt or shame" (Chard and Cooper 2005). In this reaction, the self is still at risk

feelings of "avoidance, denial, guilt, or shame" (Chard and Cooper 2005) cannot be suppressed

at work or elsewhere for long. Detachment implications for the therapeutic relationship, too, are

negative. Chard and Cooper (2005) state that the results of therapist distancing "may appear in

session as victim blaming or resistance to work on traumatic material." The very issues the

patient came in to work out are left unresolved due to the therapist's resistance. The

professionalism of the relationship, thus, is breached. This therapist distances him or herself from

the patient, but in addition, "may avoid seeking consultation with other therapists or supervisors

about their trauma patients" (Chard and Cooper 2005). The result is an isolated therapist laden

with negative feeling, an unsatisfied patient receiving sub-optimal care, and an uninformed care

team.

How are these issues of over-identification and distancing and detachment resolved?

Chard and Cooper (2005) suggest that therapists "continually self-monitor their responses." This

is no easy task; psychotherapists must train for years and continue their practice of self

monitoring throughout their careers. Monitoring the self includes manipulate their emotions and

suppressing spontaneous tendencies. Honing selves does not happen exclusively in the realm of

therapy; all of us shape different selves for different situations. For therapists, keeping their
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presentations of personal and work selves separate proves important for their well-being. Erving

Goffman and Dorinne Kondo provide a theoretical foundation of presentation of self, or selves. I

bring their concepts into discussion with therapists' authenticity.

In Interaction Ritual, Goffman theorizes that feelings are generated when inconsistencies

in expectations and reality exist in attempts to achieve "face," defined as "the positive social

value a person effectively claims for himself' (Goffman 1967:5). Goffman's term, "face,"

functions similarly to the current phrases, "saving face," or "establishing face for oneself."

Different faces will be appropriate at different times; if one presents the wrong metaphysical

"face," feelings of shame and inferiority result (Goffman 1967:8). Our "face," therefore, depends

upon our interactions with others; we cannot individually create a conscious image for ourselves.

Others must assign social value to who we are; through the interaction ofthe selves we choose to

present and the perception ofthose to which we present it, our "face" emerges.

Goffman's definition of "face" is based on the "image of him that is internally

consistent," and "supported by judgments and evidence conveyed by other participants, and that

is confirmed by evidence conveyed through impersonal agencies in the situation" (Goffman

1967:6). In therapy interactions, although patients may harbor expectations about how the

therapist will react to and treat him or her, perhaps based upon prior experience or the therapist's

professional website, they may not share them. Without this explicit communication of

expectations, the balance of therapists' "faces" remains more about the "claims for himself'

portion of Goffman's definition than "the positive social value" (Goffman 1967:5).

Goffman also defines "face" according to context. In The Presentation ofSelfin

Everyday Life, Goffman lays down a theoretical framework about the public/private dichotomy

and the presentation of self in different contexts. He points out that the rules of conduct differ in
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different contexts: public order and private space. In public, there exist "nonns supporting public

order. .. [that] regulate ... face-to-face interaction" (Goffman 1963:8). Nonns dictate how the

space one occupies and owns becomes an extension oftheir presentation of self. The therapy

office ofthe private practitioner as a private space, is by association, part ofthe therapist. The

fa9ade is an outward act, which may mask an inconsistent interior. The office as a metaphor for

the self brings up the questions of inner tunnoil and outer calm. Whether in public or private

spaces, Goffman's "face" remains a Westernized version of self in its holism and

individualism-each "face" remains the same, but shifts slightly based on context. A more

appropriate conception of self for therapy comes from Dorinne Kondo's concept of multiple

selves. A multiplicity of selves demands the crafting of different selves through interactions with

others.

Kondo, in her self-reflexive ethnography of her work in a confectionary in Japan,

Crafting Selves, defines selves relationally. Goffman's concept of "face" can be seen as a

multiplicity of selves that changes based on the interactions and others surrounding. Kondo's

definition of self within the bounds of Western "boundedness and fixity of personal identity"

becomes riddled with the complexities ofthe Japanese "sliding scale of self and other" (Kondo

1990:26) during her time in Japan. She spends her stay immersed in the culture, working at a

confectionary, which allowed her to gain a sense of "uchi," or belonging. In Japanese culture,

"uchi defines who you are, how you speak, and how you act towards others" (Kondo 1990: 153),

and is based on the identification ofthe self with the surrounding group. Uchi plays an integral

role in the culture, and is constantly refonning the self depending on the social context and other

surrounding selves. "Soto" is defined in opposition to "uchi," and is a tenn for outsiders. The

Japanese self, as Kondo experiences firsthand, is under constant refonnation and self-evaluation
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based on interactions with surrounding inside and outside selves. The lack of an essential self, or

the personal self as dominant and pervasive in all of the other selves is key in maintaining

stronger separations between selves. Therapists, in order to preserve their emotional well-being,

must engage the same clear boundary between work and personal selves.

While the framework for viewing the self may be different in Japanese culture, the

concept of "crafting" oneself and frequent self-evaluation is not unique to the culture. Within

successful psychotherapy, the therapist must craft a self for his or her relationship with different

patients. Kondo's definition of self applies to each patient as well as the therapist; each patient is

unique, despite potential overlaps in disorders or exhibition of the same symptoms. The resulting

effect upon the therapist-patient relationship, then, is a malleability on the part of the therapist.

According to Randall Collins in Interaction Ritual Chains, "incidents shape their incumbents"

and "encounters make their encountees" (Collins 2004). One of my interviewees told me, "1

don't think 1can work with every potential client. 1 mean, 1 can attempt to be effective for

everybody; 1 do try to work with them. 1hold the space open for a potential connection." She

sees her responsibility as therapist to "hold the space open" and work on "being effective" with

the client, which is a manipulation of self. Whether he or she conceives of this chameleonic

effect as "starting fresh with each new person that comes in," as Joan mentions in her interview,

or "tapping into a different part of myself," as Maddie states in our conversation, the multiplicity

of selves Kondo mentions is engaged, applicable, and functional, as in the latter example, in

different therapy sessions.

Just as we present a variety of selves in different settings and with different people

(Kondo 1990), therapists may view their office-based selves as unique from their other selves.

Friends, for example, may accept a love for bathroom humor, while co-workers during a
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budgeting meeting may not. Our multiplicity of selves proliferates according to the expanse of

our social networks, inclusive of work contact (Kondo 1990). For therapists, the work self

remains highly aware of engaging the elements of a good therapy session and utilizing the skills

gained through training he or she has undergone in the past. Outside of the workspace, however,

this awareness ceases to be necessary. The work self differs from other selves based on elements

such as formality of self-presentation, emotional restraint, language use, and how engaged and

"on" the therapist must be.

Kondo's concepts "soto" and "uchi" may not be conceived ofthese terms in

psychotherapy, but the insider-outsider dichotomy is engaged in the trust bonds most

psychotherapists consider essential to a successful therapy session. One of my interviewees told

me, "it really is building that trust... You have to have some bond with that other person." For

her, ifthe therapist-patient relationship became one within the definition of "uchi," it would have

elements oftrust, loyalty, dependence and openness on the part of both parties. Although these

are shared characteristics, the patient and therapist would manifest them differently. The same

therapist told me:

Good therapy is a relationship that is empowering. Or comforting. Or loving. I
kind of shed light on things. And in a way, I'm guess I'm a companion. I really do
imagine, when I set out, that this is ajourney. And it is sometimes rough and
sometimes dark and sometimes cold and sometimes delightful, and but all ofthat,
you try never to let go of the person's hand. Sometimes they're up there and
they're leading you, and sometimes you're leading them, and sometimes you're
side-by-side, but there's always a sense of connection.

During the journey, trust on the part of the patient entails putting his or her mental well-being in

the hands ofthe therapist, when she is "leading," during those "dark," "cold" times. On the

therapist's end she trusts the patient's honest and ability to provide his or her part in the

"connection." Loyalty in both parties means the same thing; maintenance of confidentiality and a
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devotion oftime, energy and work to the betterment of the patient. I was told in an interview,

"anything that is there for you [the therapist], really becomes exploitative." Therapy, therefore, is

wholly for the client. At the same time, a certain amount of dependence lies in both parties as

well, and is tied in with the element oftrust necessary to build the relationship. As another

interviewee told me, "Your patient needs to be able to have every feeling in the world ... directed

at you." Openness in the therapist is being open to any kind of information that the patient may

disclose, a removal of expressions of judgmental thoughts, and flexibility with treatment for

optimization of healing. These concepts came up resoundingly in my interviews. On a

professional level, the patient depends upon care, and the therapist depends upon a source of

income, but interestingly, therapists hardly spoke about the monetary aspect of work.

In Kondo's chapter entitled "Disciplined Selves," the process of discipline is influential

in defining and shaping the self for many participants. In her description, she presents her

experience at the Ethics Conference and its effects. The process of crafting a better self,

according to Japanese standards, is emphasized in each ofthe rituals enforced, ranging from cold

water baths to group confessions about self-perceived inadequacies. Through early morning

wake-ups, discipline through punishment, strenuous physical and emotional experiences, and

highly regimented days with only other conference attendees as companions, the week resembled

a mind-body boot camp. The goals ofthe conference include becoming a "paragon of virtue,"

prone to regulation of physical exercise, serving and appreciating other family members, and

presenting cheerful disposition (Kondo 1990:77). Kondo's interpretation of the Ethics

Conference's shaping of an ideal selftransforms the concept of "self." The more integrated and

inseparable the self to its "sites of construction," (Kondo 1990:77) including the family,

workplace, apartment complex, and school, the more malleably "uchi" the self. Within the
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conference itself, the unification of the group and breaking down of individualistic barriers

occurs through the careful enforcement of group punishment (Kondo 1990:84), uniformity of

physical activity and meals (Kondo 1990:87- 91), and commiseration of physical pain (Kondo

1990:97). The conference attempts to hone attitudes of self-improvement through social life,

which proves effective if the participants completely embody and believe in self-change, thus re

evaluating and reshaping their self/worldviews. The influence social life plays upon shaping

self/worldview in the Ethics Conference depends on heavily structured, performative rituals,

which serve as formal manipulations of self. These purposeful rituals construct a formal shaping

of self through group unification and self-reflection.

Therapists, too, must craft the selfthey present in the workplace, a work presentation of

self determined, in large part, by their reactions to and interactions with the patient. As one of my

interviewees told me, "You can be anybody and everybody that is meaningful to the other person

opposite you, to your, to your partner." Therapeutic trust and the unique relationship between

therapist and client do not come easily; professional training and years of experience discipline

therapists' selves to react, or not react, in appropriate ways within therapy. Interactions in the

office space influence the relationship between patient and therapist, and it is these professional

encounters that make therapists' emotional labor roles unique.

In the office, the therapist's work "face" could vary from patient to patient, and even

moment to moment within sessions, dependent upon the ever-shifting emotional demands and

therapist role expectations. Furthermore, while therapists deal with professional expectations,

just as waiters and flight attendants deal with customer service standards, they work within a

more private space, free from "other participants" (Goffman 1967:6), witnesses, or corporate

management. Since only patients witness therapists' behavior in the office, they maintain
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professional autonomy over the "face" they present. What does this in-office therapist "face,"

look like and how does she perform? This "face," private to those other than patients, may share

consistencies with the outside "face" and home "face," but the only person who knows is the

therapist herself. The "face" therapists present in the workplace is a construction of emotional

labor-a wrought, self-imposed image that compose in order to perform according to work

demands.

Psychotherapists have a reputation for presentation of a soothing exterior, but this may be

one of a multiplicity of selves or acts. According to Goffman, "public order traditionally refers

more to the regulation of face-to-face interaction among those members of a community who are

not well acquainted than it does to interaction occurring in private walled-in places where only

familiars meet" (Goffman 1963: 9). When a therapist is meeting with a patient in his or her

office, the lines between public and private, familiarity and distance, work and personal, may

blur. Therapist and patient establish a professional relationship-the boundaries of employment

remain throughout their time together, and yet both can simultaneously share a deeply emotional

bond.

The therapeutic relationship, over time, becomes complicated and more intimate. The

therapist in his or her office is neither a public self, nor a private self. The therapist's office, as a

space that is private in its accessibility, but public in its reputation, can be defined as a liminal

place. It straddles public and private; the social expectations of face-to-face interactions exist

within a space that is inaccessible to everyone but the therapist and the patient. Like in doctors'

and lawyers' offices, files stored in the cabinets are bound by the laws of confidentiality, and at

the same time, certificates of degrees and plaques of distinction may be on display for public

legitimization.
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According to Saakvitne, the work of psychotherapists is personal and self- invested-

"Psychologists enter their profession for deeply personal reasons" (Saakvitne). While working, it

is important to "use our own emotional and cognitive responses to the world as tools in our

clinical work. The better we understand our own responses and their etiology, the better able we

are to use our responses in the best interest of our clients and of the work itself' (Saakvitne). The

personal investment in the work leaves every psychologist vulnerable, but "it is up to each of us

to identify our specific areas of vulnerability" (Saakvitne). Listening to others' suffering proves

difficult, but even greater dangers lie in the situations that "closely parallel the therapist's own

life, past or present" (Saakvitne); through these stories, therapists' work/personal boundaries

may waver. Just as therapists have unique vulnerabilities, the construction of work/personal

selves and how much authenticity they invest in them is also individualized.

Irvin Yalom, Jewish psychotherapist and author ofLove's Executioner, his collection of

stories about his practice, has had over thirty years of honing his self in therapeutic practice, and

describes his commitment to his patients:

I always take very seriously the business of entering into a treatment contract with
a patient. Once I accept someone for treatment, I commit myself to stand by that
person: to spend all the time and all the energy that proves necessary for the
patient's improvement; and most of all, to relate to the patient in an intimate,
authentic manner. [Yalom 1989:91]

Yalom invests "intimacy" and "authenticity" in his relationships with his patients, and this is his

ideal way of emotionally laboring. Other therapists create their own ideals in the way they "relate

to the patient" and individual senses of authenticity in emotional labor. My research explores

these different conceptions of authenticity in each therapist I interviewed. I find that stronger

conceptions of authenticity that include personal senses of self come into conflict with the

protective work/personal boundary.
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Chapter 3: The Therapeutic Relationship, Confidentiality and Isolation,
W orkiPersonal Boundaries and Transitions

The Therapeutic Relationship: Joan

And it really is building that trust and, you know, I'm going to say the 'L' word
there is a kind of love that develops. You have to have some bond with that other
person, otherwise it's going to be very difficult to take in, to care, to empathize, to
relate to otherwise.

Joan, who had mostly been fixating on the space above my head while thinking deeply

about her answers, suddenly directed her gaze at me, drawing out the "uhhb" of "love." Her

stance on the therapeutic relationship emphasized the emotional connections necessary for

therapy to work. Joan started her career as a nurse practitioner in women's health, and expressed

a strong dissatisfaction with the way medicine treated women's hardships. In her eyes, medicine

appeared "hierarchical" and "authoritarian" in telling women how to view and treat their bodies.

Joan anchored her conceptions of her role and her vision of ideal therapy in her interpretation of

feminist psychology. For her, theoretical foundations lessen the power of her standing as

therapist, and bring her to a companionship, rather than a superior-inferior relationship.

"Caring," "relating," and "empathizing" form the basic safety net oftherapy that holds her

patients safe and enables them to share both conscious and unconscious experiences.

Conceptions of what the therapeutic relationship should be come from therapists

themselves. There are no strict guidelines for when they should or should tell the patient what

they feel at any moment, or when tears become acceptable. Bruce Perry, a child psychiatrist and

author of The Boy Who Was Raised as a Dog, tells a story about his rejection of psychiatry's
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imposed work/personal boundary on the therapeutic relationship, the "unbreachable walls

between patient and doctor,"

I left the building one frozen night, I saw Tina and her family waiting for the bus
home. They were standing in the dark and snow was slowly falling through the
dim light of a nearby streetlight... I felt guilty watching them from my warm car. I
thought I should give them a ride. But the field of psychiatry is very attentive to
boundaries. There are supposed to be unbreachable walls between patient and
doctor, strict borderlines that clearly define the relationship in lives that often
otherwise lack such structure. The rule usually made sense to me, but like many
therapeutic notions that had been developed in work with neurotic middle-class
adults, it didn't seem to fit here [Perry and Szalavitz 2006: 14-15]

Perry points to the "strict borderlines" that "define the relationship," and yet his own rejection of

the rules because they "didn't seem to fit here" shows his assertion of self that transcends work

guidelines. In my interviews, therapists, too, assert professional flexibility with the "structure," a

loosening ofthe prescriptive boundaries Perry describes. These manipulations ofthe

work/personal boundary, while providing a sense of agency, also create confusion and

uncertainties about the self and how authenticity is defined in and out ofthe workspace.

The commonality and certainty in all of my interviewee's conceptions of the relationship,

however, is its ultimate purpose for the client. Joan sums it up in saying that in therapy,

"anything that is there for you, really becomes exploitative." In other words, therapy is

completely, wholly for the client. The problem with these loose guidelines, however, is the

interpretability and personal responsibility of shaping one's ethical practices to best represent the

therapy-for-client ideal. Among only five therapists, a large variation in interpretations emerged.

Therapists conceptualize their role from companionship to protector, and saw their provisions as

love, empowerment, and acceptance of "every feeling in the world ... directed at you."

Contrasted with Hochschild's dictated regulations, and the resulting commercialization of

feelings, therapists regulate themselves and their authenticity. Beyond the practicalities of
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confidentiality and the privacy of the office, which prevent others from knowing what happens

within, the artfulness of "authentically" shaping oneselfto the patient and his or her needs is a

highly touted therapeutic skill. Hochschild quotes one of Delta airline's mantras: in the airline

industry, '''The passenger may not always be right, but he's never wrong'" (1983: 139) For some

therapists, particularly those who infuse their practice with feminist principles, patients are

always right; they know their subjective psychological experience best.

Even more importantly, the patient's emotions always come first. The psychoanalytic

therapist must foster the space and craft a self emotionally-prepared for anything from

uncomfortable sexual advances to suicidal confession. Only in an environment stimulating

unconscious thoughts would the patient grow in psychoanalytic therapy. To create this

environment, she must also present openness in herself and a sense of safety. As with

Hochschild's flight attendants, she cannot "fake" these emotional requirements; falseness would

not only be consciously detected, but also unconsciously sensed. Furthermore, the more extreme

and visceral the patient's emotional expression, the deeper into the psyche and more successfully

therapy has progressed. In other words, the success of the therapy depends upon the therapist's

authenticity of acceptance and receptivity.

The therapeutic relationship and the necessary elements within it provide a glimpse into

therapists' perceptions oftheir role in the workplace. Conceptualized by all of my interviewees

as remarkably unique, rich and deep, the relationship influences the intensity of emotional input

therapists invest in their work. For most, the relationship is one ofthe most important parts and

essential reasons for continuing their work-a few mentioned great satisfaction in tempering,

cultivating, and delving into the patient-therapist relationship. While the therapeutic bond fosters

a deep connection, a tension lies in the relationship; therapists must distinguish their patients
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from friends, family, and other with whom they share deep connections. How do therapists

conceptualize the differences between these relationships? Professional boundaries and personal

distance must balance any emotional attachment the relationship fosters. How do therapists

shape and navigate these boundaries, and how does the therapeutic relationship affect their

senses of self? How do therapists perceive self-authenticity in the relationship?

I asked Joan about her role in the therapeutic relationship, and she answered, "You can be

anybody and everybody that is meaningful to the other person opposite you, to your, to your

partner. 'Cause you're really in a partnership in the therapeutic relationship."

Joan sees her job as one where she must accept the "meaningful" role her patient gives

her, which could be "anybody and everybody." Luepnitz, the author of Schopenhauer's

Porcupines, elaborates on this point: "Freud observed that we are especially apt to construct the

analyst or therapist in the image of our parents. The same therapist will be experienced by one

patient as forbidding father and by another as a compassionate mother" (Luepnitz 2002: 12)

Whether the "compassionate mother," dead lover, or disassociated alternate personality, Joan's

duty is to accept the hat her patients put on her during the session, and use it to build the

"partnership." Therapist and patient partners connotes a relationship of equal footing; an

unexpected dynamic in a professional relationship. I asked Joan about this equality, and she

provided this theoretical answer.

That's a good question. The feminist literature talks a lot about how you do away
with the jargon, try to open up those power boundaries, where you are not the
expert; the other person is the expert on themselves. I think that, really, talking as
authority over someone else's mental and physical being is, is destructive to a
therapeutic relationship. However, you can't get away with some level of power
differential. Somebody has sought you out to be able to help them. So they must
have a notion that you have something that they want, that they don't have. So
there's always that fluctuation. But there are times when I'm learning from my
client and they are informing me.
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Joan acknowledges the innate power dynamic ofthe therapist-patient relationship while

she edges away from her "authority" role. Within her conceptions ofthe ideal therapeutic

relationship, a tension exists in "authority over someone else's mental and physical being" as

"destructive," and the fact that "you can't get away with some level of power differential." She

beautifully articulates this struggle for equality and allowing the patient to be the "expert" while

also taking responsibility and exerting power in the relationship as the stable professional. In her

mind, she resolves this issue by "learning from my client." While she does not eliminate the

power dynamic, she bridges the gap by equalizing the relationship on a "learning" plane. She

says that this is a trust-building mindset, and the basis for equalizing roles.

Irvin Yalom's version of the therapeutic relationship calls upon the same kinds of

equality Joan describes as ideal. Yalom, the author ofLove's Executioner, describes the

relationship as "This encounter, the very heart of psychotherapy, is a caring, deeply human

meeting between two people, one (generally but not always, the patient) more troubled than the

other" (Yalom 1989: 13). Yalom puts the therapist and patient on the same base level of

humanness-he does not see the therapist as someone with more experience or expertise. He

cautions the reader to "not be misled by such terms ... patienthood is ubiquitous; the assumption

ofthe label is largely arbitrary and often dependent more on cultural, educational, and economic

factors than on the severity of pathology" (Yalom 1989:14). Pathology, for Yalom, is an

unfortunate result of contextual factors, rather than a reason to exercise the "power" Joan

described over the patient. For these uncontrollable reasons, Yalom strips the therapeutic

relationship down to a "caring, deeply human meeting between two people," rather than adding

the titles of "patient" and "client," and builds the relationship upon equality.
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In opposition, Yalom presents a frustrating distance one patient insists on putting in their

relationship. He struggles with her reluctance to admit to her problems, the stagnant periods

between little progress with large amounts oftime invested, feeling "baffled and rejected"

(Yalom 1989:43) and his belief in her indifference. He confesses that they are not often on the

same wavelength: "sometimes she disarmed me completely by saying that she had felt very

intimate that hour-an hour when I experienced her as particularly evasive and distant" (Yalom

1989:43). In his thoughts, he exasperates '''Can't you get the message?''' (Yalom 1989:46) and

calls her a '"ninny''' (Yalom 1989: 16), but these phrases never emerge in real conversation,

however, only in his writing post-case. While his peeved thoughts remain internal, until the

publishing of his book, Yalom's shows a great deal of aggravation in his inability to reconcile

the differing moments of "intimacy" he and his patient perceive. If completely patient-focused,

he should rejoice in "that hour" she experienced as "intimate," but instead, he feels confused and

"exasperated." His placement ofthe patient and himself on equal footing and insisting upon their

concurrent feelings of "intimacy" as well as "distance" shows the importance he places on

patient-therapist equilibrium.

Joan and Yalom's conceptions of the therapeutic relationship stood out in comparison to

my other interviews; they included a give-and-take of ideas and emotions, and were the most

equality-based. Not only did Joan introduce it as a partnership, the very word, "love," would

make other therapists would recoil; it oversteps personal boundaries in the work realm. Joan,

however, insists, "there is a kind of love that develops." In her disclaimer-''I'm going to say the

'L' word-however, she acknowledges the unconventionality of her conception ofthe

relationship. Despite her awareness that a "loving" therapeutic relationship, in most offices, does

not, or should not exist, she embraces the term. She sees her usage of the word as the best way to
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describe the necessary "bond" for caring for, empathizing with, and relating to the patient. Joan

bases her conceptions ofthe relationship on psychoanalytic feminist theories of equality between

the patient and therapist. Since she strives for this dynamic, her efforts to equalize may provide

an explanation for her ventures into the more personal realm of defining the relationship.

She continued in the same vein,

Good therapy is a relationship that is empowering. Or comforting. Or loving. I
kind of shed light on things. And in a way, I'm guess I'm a companion. I really do
imagine, when I set out, that this is ajourney. And it is sometimes rough and
sometimes dark and sometimes cold and sometimes delightful, and but all ofthat,
you try never to let go of the person's hand. Sometimes they're up there and
they're leading you, and sometimes you're leading them, and sometimes you're
side-by-side, but there's always a sense of connection.

The personal ways in which Joan frames the relationship: holding hands, enabling

empowerment, walking "side-by-side" all show a care she exhibits for her patients as an invested

caretaker and a "companion," a different side of the psychotherapist's role as doctor or

therapeutic laborer. Her metaphor for therapy as a dynamic "journey" shows her conception of

therapy having a beginning, and end, and a direction towards "empowerment." Throughout the

"journey," patient and therapist hold hands, not for physical comfort, but for the purpose of

"leading." Joan emphasizes her strong role as "companion"-her work would be unsuccessful if

she "let go ofthe other person's hand." Abandonment of her patient would be a breach of the

trust she sees as pivotal to the relationship. The closeness Joan expects from the therapeutic

relationship shows through the physical closeness she describes on this "journey." The

exclusivity of this journey also reveals Joan's conception ofthe relationship as unique, and

separate from other relationships in her life, as well as her patients.

Joan takes patients on a sliding payment scale; she will not turn people away that seek her

help, and she trusts their honesty regarding their financial capability. Her conceptions of the
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relationship and her willingness to take people under her wing, regardless of payment, allow her

to shape her bonds with her patients in ways she sees as productive: "Once you begin to

connect, through the relationship, only magic can happen. 'Cause, I mean that's what happens in

therapy-it's kind of magical."

Carmen, whom I further introduce in the next section of this chapter, Isolation and

Confidentiality, conceptualizes the therapeutic relationship as one of intimacy, and appreciates

this personal connection as the most rewarding part of her work. She proclaimed the value of

these close bonds in her work.

I love doing this! I love doing this!! It's this unbelievably intimate thing you're
doing. How many people get to spend their days relating to people in an intimate
way? You know? In a very personal way. I've seen patients for three and four and
five years. And I have people that come to see me for three months. And
sometimes when they come to see me for three months-or less-I'm not the
right therapist for them, but sometimes it's because they were looking for
something that we could do quickly. They got it! They didn't need much else!

Carmen sees the therapeutic relationship as relative to other professional

relationships-she implies that in other professions, other people do not have the

opportunity to "relate to people in an intimate way." She sees this as the main reason for

her love of the work. She emphasizes her preference for long-term therapy, while

acknowledging that not all therapists do:

Some people hate doing therapy where you're doing long therapies. Some people
choose specialties that you can very well expect that no one's going to run for
more than six months. And some people prefer that. I like deeper engagement.

I asked why Carmen preferred long-term therapy, and she answered:

That's a great question! I don't know that I can answer that any more than I can
tell you I prefer chocolate ice cream to vanilla. 'Cause that's what I like. I find the
flavor of chocolate more complex and less sweet and I find the deeper, longer
lasting work more complex and usually less sweet. That's what I like. I think I do
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like the kind of plumbing the depths, being in a murky place. I also like my
chocolate to have some hot pepper sometimes.

I acknowledged that I like my chocolate to have chili powder, too, and asked ifthere is an

equivalent ofthe spicy kick it brings in therapy.

In relatively healthy people, if you think ofthe spicy kick as getting to the place
where not only are they really raw, but their engagement with you is going to be
raw. You know, getting to the place-there are very few long term in-depths
therapies where they're not sometimes going to be telling you how much they
love you and sometimes how much they hate you. But you're not, with a
relatively healthy person going to get to that state of intensity-even if they're
feeling it, they're not going to tell you that you're 'a son of a bitch,' until they've
known you for a long time and know you can handle it. A patient who does that
really, really early is probably, well, no, there are some people who do that early
because it's easier than loving you, but whatever.

Carmen's interpretation of the spicy kick-a pleasurable, unexpected addition to

chocolate ice cream-in therapy involves the intensity ofthe relationship. She reasons that the

best kind, the most successful therapeutic relationships are not those where everything is going

well and both parties hear what they want to. Rather, she prefers the relationships that overstep

the typical boundaries and venture into the realm of more extreme feelings, despite the risk of

being called a "bitch." She goes on to say that in these relationships, you want to get to

The place where maybe they didn't want to go, or the place where maybe you
didn't want to go. The truth is you know you're in a good place with the patient if
you're in a place where you neither of you is quite confident that you were going
to be comfortable there, but you know that you know each other well enough that
you'll deal with it. You're not going to get there fast. So maybe that's the spicy
kick.

Carmen sees the "place" both parties may be unwilling to go, where neither is certain

they will be "comfortable," is one of intimacy that Carmen encourages in the office. The work

context justifies this uncertainty of comfort in the relationship, and Carmen sees it as beneficial
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to therapy, a goal, even. She would not, however, aims for the same exploration of intimacy in

her personal relationships. She adds,

Your patient needs to be able to have every feeling in the world ... directed at you.
You might not want to get screamed at that day. Or told how horrible you are.
You might not be comfortable being told how incredibly sexy you are. A bad
therapy session is one where you can't accept what's being aimed at you. Or
where, you know, 'Damn it, I've been working hard all day and this person's
accusing me ofthings I'm not saying' and 'Damn it, I'm going to make them see
it differently that therapy session.' And all those things do happen. You know,
you make mistakes.

Emotions in the office can run rampant during sessions-Carmen's description of

possible feelings directed towards her: sexual attraction, hatred, anger-these are all extremes

that leave most people uncomfortable. She explicitly states the discomfort and dislike of "getting

screamed at," and yet, she must put this aside for the sake of the patient. If she is unable to

accept these feelings, however, she has "made a mistake" and is not doing her job properly.

Beyond Hochschild's flight attendants' tolerance of customers' undesired behaviors, therapists

must fully accept patients' emotions. Part ofthe complexity of emotional labor in therapy is a

willingness to explore uncomfortable feelings and emotions that in most other professional

contexts would be completely inappropriate. Therapy, according to my interviewees, is a place

where these intense emotions are fostered, encouraged, even provoked. The therapist herself,

therefore, must be ready to accept these raw, often negative feelings and use them to move the

patient forward, even ifthey are overwhelming and unwelcome.

Maddie, the therapist I introduce in Authenticity of Self in Chapter 4, describes the

"rawness" ofthe relationship as "intense."

"I think the relationship is such an important piece of the therapy. And as that, in and of

itself strengthens and builds, I think that sort of exponentially adds to what's at play. You're just
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flowing speech was hesitant and tentative here, and could see her thinking hard about how the

patient-therapist relationship plays out in her office.

I think there's a level of just distance that you have to mentally maintain. And
there's also not-and I realize not all friendships have perfect reciprocity-that
you are not, ideally, you are not imposing any of your stuff onto the client. And
that's, at least for me, feels very sacred. Like, I don't want any of my stuff on
them. And protective of them.

Maddie's conception of protection, similar to Joan's concerns about hand-holding

throughout the journey, emerges from a different strain of thought. Maddie's worries about

"protecting" the client are more about saving them from her own impositions, her personal

thoughts and feelings that overstep the work/personal boundary, which she conceptualizes as a

mental "level ofjust distance." Maintaining that boundary in the workplace, is part ofthe

"sacred" task of keeping the client safe, rather than self-serving. When I asked her to juxtapose

this relationship against another, less distanced one, she told me,

Whereas with a friend you know I'll share stuff, I'll lean on them for support or
I'll be, perhaps, a little less vigilant about reacting and being clear that it's in
reaction to them, or that this is 'my stuff,' you know all of that. But there again,
when-this is the sort of thing that kind of is naturally part of who you are
sometimes you're doing that with friends, too.

The fluctuations in Maddie's explanations and distinctions between friendships and the

therapeutic relationship show some wavering ofthe work/personal boundary. In friendships, or

personal connections, she sees a greater amount of reciprocity, in terms of "support" and her

openness with sharing "her stuff"-personal information about herselfthat she shares without

the other person in mind. In the office, however, she must remain "protective" of the client by

suppressing personal disclosure.

64
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At the same time, despite these boundaries for Maddie, there is a "natural" sense of self

that runs through her therapeutic self and her personal self. For her, this means that the overlap

oftherapeutic support extends beyond the workplace, and into her personal relationships. Her

consistency in character from work to home defines her "natural" self. Maddie draws the

work/personal line at the act of seeking support from patients the way she does from friends. She

leaves some boundary leeway, however, in willingly using the same "natural parts" of herself

with others who seek support from her outside of the workplace. Therapists determine different

markers for their work/personal boundaries, or delineating clients from friends, for themselves-

lack of regulation or straightforward rules about what the therapeutic relationship should look

like leave them to determine how much, and which parts of their selves to invest in the

relationship.

When I asked Joan about her view on the distinctions between the therapeutic

relationship and other relationships, she told me,

They are not there to be friends or supportive for you. Or at all, even though this
is the tough piece; anything that is there for you, really becomes exploitative.
However, the other side of that is there has to be something in it for you as well,
otherwise you wouldn't be doing it. So it's a real, it is kind of a little bit of a
struggle. But I think for the most part, the relationship is an extraordinarily unique
one. You can't describe it as if it is anything other than the therapeutic
relationship. It is not like a friend. It is not like a family member. As a matter of
fact, it may be deeper than all of the above.

Joan admits, despite her "journey of companionship" analogy above, that the therapeutic

relationship harbors a tension. The uniqueness of the bond exists, in part, because ofthe problem

of "exploiting" the patient, by making any part ofthe relationship or a session about the

therapist. The avoidance of "exploitation" conflicts with the "something in it for you as well": a

therapist's reasons for wanting to continue the relationship herself. Joan does not explain what
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these reasons may be-they could range from an investment in seeing the patient improve to the

practicality of payment for services. Her focus on the depth of the relationship, however, implies

that she is thinking along the lines ofthe former. Due to the personal nature of therapy and the

patient's sharing of information kept secret from close loved ones, she interprets the relationship

as unique, complex, and mysterious. The possibility of the depth of the therapeutic relationship

extending beyond that of a friendship or family member complicates the work/personal

boundary, perhaps even transcending it, in Joan's eyes. She had a unique perception of the

relationship, however, and other views the emerged from my conversations contradicted her

ideas. Irene's conception of the therapeutic relationship most strongly opposed Joan's.

Irene, whom I introduce in Chapter 5, and who maintains the strongest work/personal

boundary ofthe therapists I interviewed, held an adamant attitude towards the professional

distinction between the therapeutic relationship and friendship was far more rigid than Joan or

Maddie's. She sets clear boundaries for the relationship in relation to the office space.

A client-therapist relationship is not a friendship. I don't do things with them
outside of here. The extent of our relationship is within these walls, or you know,
on the phone, occasionally. So I don't see them in a personal setting. I don't
interact with them or anyone else in their family unless they bring them here. So it
really is a different kind of relationship. It's a professional relationship ... And
you know, I see clients once a week for an hour. Usually. I usually don't see
clients twice a week, but some I do. But not very often. So it's once a week for an
hour. I haven't seen them that much. In the long term relationship it's not, not
quantity of time.

Irene's also refers to the relationship in a practical, rational way, rather than focusing on

its emotional aspects. The quantification ofthe amount of time spent with her clients "within

these walls," amounts to much less than the time she spends with loved ones and friends. The

small quantity oftime in therapy, even with long-term patients, cements the professional nature

of her relationship with them. The emotionality in Joan and Maddie's experience of the
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therapeutic relationship is completely removed from Irene's. She says, "So because of the history

that I know, as the working relationship goes forward, it can be really valuable that I have

retained knowledge that they, that they have access to, but for whatever reason, it doesn't

connect to them. 'Cause I'm an observer, I'm not emotionally connected to their experiences,

and I can be objective about things."

Luepnitz, author of Schopenhauer's Porcupines, engages the same delineations in her

separation between friendship and client-relationship. She reports some clients' appearance in an

intimate realm of her personal life, her dream: "As I sat down across form them I realized

something: I had dreamed about them the night before. I could remember nothing about the

dream, only that they had made an appearance. The thought made me smile. Clearly, they were

on my mind ... Reporting dreams to patients is not my style, however. It can blur the line between

therapy and friendship. I said nothing" (Luepnitz 2002: 41). Only in Luepnitz's unconscious

dreaming do her clients appear-like Irene, she refuses to "blur the line," or make the

work/personal boundary indistinguishable. For this reason, she keeps the violation ofthat

boundary, in dream form, to herself. Luepnitz admits that not all therapists would act

accordingly-she says dream reporting is "not my style," which implies that it may be someone

else's. Dream reporting would simply mean setting the boundary in a different place. The

movement of a therapist's boundary placement may mean that her therapeutic practice may look

drastically deviant from Irene or Luepnitz's accounts, but it does not mean that the separation

does not exist. Other therapists hold very different definitions of where to "draw the line between

therapy and friendship."

Differences in definitions feed into different conceptions of professional boundaries and

personal distance. Irene rigidly tells me that the "relationship is not a friendship," and the extent
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ofthe boundaries ofthe office space, "within these walls," dictates the bounds of the

relationship, and she sees her role as "objective ... observer." Joan, on the opposite extreme,

describes the therapeutic relationship as "loving," even transcendent of friendship and familial

ties. Despite the drastic variance in the strength of the boundary and where they draw the line

between work and personal relationships, every therapist makes the distinction.

The boundary between work and personal in the therapeutic relationship, as Maddie

points out, is not one of self-preservation, however, but exists to "protect" the patient. Regardless

of where therapists drew their work/personal boundary in comparing the qualities ofthe

therapeutic relationship to friendships, all expressed the importance of putting the patient first.

The purpose oftherapy, according to each interviewee, is to provide a place for unconscious

exploration through an authentic acceptance and reception of the patient's thoughts and

projections, however appalling or uncomfortable.

In focusing so intently upon the patient in the relationship, a part oftherapists' selves get

neglected. Similar to Hochschild's flight attendants placement of the customer first, therapists

shape the therapeutic relationship, and their selves, around the client. The connection between

flight attendant and customer, however, lacks the intimacy and intensity ofthe therapeutic

relationship; according to my interviewees, patients require a far deeper amount of care.

Therapists varied, however, in how much personal investment they placed in their patients.

Regardless of therapist investment, the lack of reciprocity Maddie brought up as her factor of

distinction in her relationships serves as a reminder that the relationship is ultimately

professional, and therapists have been trained and paid to restrain their emotional needs. This

imbalance comes across most clearly in Carmen's example of putting her emotions aside when

the client "screams" and tells her "how horrible" or "sexy" she is, and points out that her refusal
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ofthese feelings and self-protective response constitutes "a bad therapy session." In the

therapeutic relationship, the patient may express hurtful or disturbing thoughts, and despite the

protective layer of the work/personal boundary, the work itself puts therapists at risk for

emotional damage.

Regardless of the emotional difficulties ofthe work, or perhaps because ofthem, as seen

in Carmen's "spicy kick," my interviewees touted the therapeutic relationship as an incredibly

deep, meaningful, even satisfying bond, especially in comparison to interactions in other careers.

All ofthem pointed to the relationship with their patients, inclusive of emotional labor and its

detriments, as the most important reason for thoroughly enjoying and continuing the work. This

enjoyment, paired with a desire to share work experiences with others, comes into tension with

the ethical necessity of confidentiality, a unique aspect ofthe relationship that reinforces the

work/personal boundary. Carmen mentioned that when she shares about work with friends, she

"can't do it in ways that are as full as I would like." She illuminates issues of confidentiality in

the next section, which illustrates how therapists experience navigating the personal/work

boundary within issues of disclosure, confidentiality and isolation. In some ways, their answers

mirrored hazards of isolation listed on the APA website, but their voices put depth and

complicated the issue with more theoretical voids, rather than a simple lack of physical contact in

the workplace. For many, issues of isolation presented more problems outside the workplace

than within it.

Confidentiality and Isolation: Cannen

The other really hard thing, the other really stressful thing: I like people a lot and I
spend all day with people but in a weirdly isolated way. I have to make plans if I
want to have a conversation with someone that isn't a weirdly constrained one
where I can't really-in a meaningful way, it can't be about me at all.
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Cannen sees her interactions as spending "all day with people," by which she means

patients, but simultaneously feeling "weirdly isolated," which distinguishes therapeutic

interactions from personal interaction. This distinction reinforces the work/personal boundary,

and functions under the constraints of her professionally-bound focus upon the patient. In other

words, the emotional labor within the workspace, for Carmen, requires her to revolve the

interaction completely for the patient. In her office, Carmen's isolation stems the constraints of

therapeutic conversations. Her enjoyment of spending time with people cannot be satisfied by

her interactions with patients, during which, as she said, "it can't be about me at all."

Isolation exists at multiple levels of complexity in therapists' lives. Unlike any ofthe

professions Hochschild looks at, therapy work poses problematic issues of isolation in both work

and personal contexts. The American Psychological Association mentions physical isolation as

an occupational hazard, but through Cannen, Sarah, and Maddie's accounts, two additional

levels emerge: emotional, and theoretical. Each therapist brought up different aspects of

isolation, although overlap ofthe three often occurred. Cannen, physically isolated in her private

practice, finds that her lack of contact outside of patients in the workplace leaves her stressed and

lonely. Sarah's isolating experience in her personal realm highlights that while therapists

perform empathically in the workspace, they cannot receive emotional support from friends or

family because ofthe professional distance they must impose upon themselves. Maddie brings

up a theoretical extension ofthis distance-the lack of understanding of the outside world, and

the inability to put justifying words to the spiritual, "mystical" experiences of the workplace

mean that despite breaches of professional distance, the rift between therapeutic interaction and

social interaction cannot be bridged.
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Particularly for therapists who identify personal strengths in their ability to connect with

people in meaningful ways, isolation can be emotionally harmful. Social and emotional isolation

damage can create voids in well-being, particularly for therapists, whose jobs exist because of a

strongly ingrained belief in the "talking cure." Their work responsibilities and mindsets carry on

outside of the workplace; their monitoring of words in personal contexts brings an element of

work outside of the office. The emotional labor, therefore, does not stop at the office doorway,

but extends into every personal interaction that ventures close to the topic of work. While the

therapists I interviewed provide emotional support and empathic listening for patients, they

cannot fully receive the same kind of support in their own social circles. Teachers, waiters, even

Hochschild's flight attendants can talk about their jobs and complain and gripe in detail, but

psychotherapists hold a professional vow of confidentiality, which results in negative effects on

therapists' emotional well-being.

Cannen explains her conceptions of physical isolation in the office space:

On an ongoing, day-to-day basis for me, it's about being self-employed. If I want
to just have lunch with someone, it has to be planned for. I'm a one person office.
The isolation can be hard. I try to have lots of social contact outside of work to
make up for what I don't get at work.

Cannen laughed ruefully at her self-perceived forced efforts towards "social contact

outside of work." Cannen spoke assiduously about professional isolation, seclusion in the office,

and a professional distance she carries in her personal life. She identified isolation as one of her

greatest frustrations with her work in her description of being self-employed. In private practice,

she points out, she finds herself unable to walk down the hall and relate her experiences to other

professional therapists, which she sees as typical office behavior. Essentially she cannot share

with anyone except her supervisors, whom she must seek out, because she is a colleague-less
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"one person office." The sterility ofthe purple hallway attested to this isolation; the intimidating

doors held no distinguishing marks letting visitors know who or what lay inside.

On a basic, physical level, particularly for those in private practice and solo offices, lack

of contact with others besides patients during the workday is uncommon. Particularly

problematic is the absence of professional support, which enables therapists to confer and get

advice from one other about questions and doubts. A more pervasive isolating factor is the lack

of social validation that generates uncertainties one's feelings and reactions. Hochschild's

examples of emotional labor are laden with service demands and management regulations-top

down impositions upon workers. Bulan et al.'s study in 1997 contributes the idea that a lack of

control over activities at work and the stripping of agency workers undergo leads to negativity in

work perceptions. Therapists in private practice face the opposite effects, however, as there are

so few regulations to follow and no one to enforce them but themselves. This professional

freedom comes with a burden of questioning ethics, effectiveness, and success in the workplace.

Carmen provides a clear solution in her work life. She told me that she sometimes needs

to relay a session back to a supervisor and ask questions about her own helpfulness to her patient.

She describes the help she seeks from her supervisors and colleagues, "The help isn't mostly all,

'That's my steam release vent,' it's not mostly that, because mostly you go in when you're

struggling with someone and struggling with 'What am I doing here? How can I help this

person? Am I even being helpful? Am I being unhelpful?' But you know, it can be like that

supervisor of mine from way back when that I told you about." Carmen's position as a practicing

therapist still receiving training as a psychoanalytic candidate allows her access to multiple

supervisors whom she chose and trusts. All therapists in training remain under the supervision of
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more experienced therapists, with whom they can troubleshoot difficult patients. Once Carmen

graduates from her training program, however, her questions become solely her burden to bear.

Carmen had told me a story about a pivotal moment she had witnessed during the first

month of her practicum. Her experience shaped her view on what she should or can feel, and

how to express that to those from which she is seeking support:

One ofthe staff psychologists was really struggling with a patient, was having
really powerful, difficult feelings during sessions, and was incredibly frustrated.
Was angry, and came to one of those meetings and said, '1 need you guys to help
me today. I'm really struggling with this case.' And laid out his experience in a
more honest way that certainly 1 could have ever done with any supervisor. And
for the first time, 1 got it. 1was getting this modeling of, 'Oh, he can do this
because he doesn't' think he's wrong to be honest. He doesn't think he's wrong.
He's not expecting us to tell him to stop feeling that way.

Carmen's realization of the validity ofa sense of "rightness" in one's own emotional

experience carried a sense of wonder; even as she told me the story, her eyebrows shot up and

the incredulity in her reenactment voice was unmistakable. Through the exemplary "modeling"

she received, however, she finds it easiest to be honest and certain of her own emotions. Once

she identifies her feelings and accepts them, she then can ask questions about how she can best

guide her patients. Through her extension of her professional network to include social ties and

the admittance of the exemplary staff member's vulnerability, Carmen found a validation in her

own feelings and emotions, and strength in their ability to drive sessions. She points out,

however, that despite feeling solidified in her own emotional experience, a satisfying solo

experience is not enough: she still feels isolated.

Echoed in other interviews as therapy sessions being "completely for the patient," and

bad therapy being "anything in the service ofthe therapist," Carmen pinpoints the personal
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effects of relationship boundaries. She explains that these boundaries exists both in and out ofthe

workplace, as she continues,

You know what else can be hard? I'm going to make a presumption about you
and if I'm wrong I apologize, but I'm going to assume that sometimes you get
home from a day of classes or a day of other work responsibilities. Do you live
with people? Do you talk to them about your day?

I nodded my agreement. "All the time," I said.

She replied,

I can only do that in the vaguest of ways. Because I have a responsibility to
protect the people who come to see me. That can be stressful. That doesn't mean I
can't do any of it. I can do it in ways that aren't as full as I would like, but I can't
do it in ways that are as full as I would like. Nobody should be put in the position
of having their incredibly personal matters that they would only tell you about
told to someone else against their will.

In harboring the confidential material of her therapy sessions, outside ofthe office,

Carmen bears the responsibility of selective disclosure, a self-imposed theoretical boundary. She

cannot tell people she trusts-friends, family, anyone outside of her professional circle-

anything about her day "in ways that are as full as [she] would like." Carmen's "full" concept

implies that while her work disclosure may not be "full," she can divulge "full" details about

other realms of her life. In her conception, she sets a boundary between work and non-work.

While this boundary in itself is not harmful to Carmen's well-being, the protective reasons and

the stress they inflict upon her can be.

The stresses of confidentiality, in Carmen's work, foster a theoretical isolation that

extends beyond professional isolation in the workplace into her personal realm. Carmen's burden

becomes audible in our conversation; her voice deepens and softens, all jokes abandoned. I asked

her what the stress feels like, how it feels to be the secret keeper, holding in all ofthese stories.

Carmen provided me with a description: "At the moment, I mean you just got it, that's exactly
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what it feels like," she pointed to my right hand, clutching an empty, heavy space in front of my

collarbone.

At the moment when I feel that way, like I'm just holding on to this too tight, it
feels horrible. It's hard. It feels a little like I'm a balloon that is being blown up
too big. But there are outlets. People, first of all, one's own therapy, one's own
analysis becomes an outlet ... I'm struggling with this because this is too much for
one person to hold. I need some help.

Carmen's expressed the immense feeling of being overburdened with too many

clandestine details, the harboring ofthe secrets patients have tucked away from everyone else in

their lives, and an overwhelming amount of emotional processing. She is the sole protector of her

patients, and yet she knows this is a professional duty she cannot manage on her own. Isolation,

therefore, would make therapy work challenging outside of the workplace, as well as within it.

Sarah, a mother oftwo and newly practicing therapist, whom I introduced in States of

"Being On," in Chapter 3, elaborates on the "lack of fullness" Carmen describes. Through

reflecting upon her selection of what details she tells people in her personal realm about her work

life, she now believes that her job as a therapist has made her a more "private person." She tells

me,

You know, I think, I feel a little bit like in some ways it has made me socially a
little more private person. I think that, um, I think that when I'm in a room with a
bunch of people who don't do this for a living, sometimes I feel that all the
assumptions that I think come up that this field is sort of laden out there with
assumptions about what the work is and what the work isn't and I think that I do
sometimes feel that and I do sometimes feel that I do work where I feel I can't
really talk about it in other settings. And it's unusual in that way. That has proven
tricky, I think socially sometimes, for me, when I'm not with other psychologists.
And I'm mostly not with other psychologists socially, so. There's like this, a little
of a void there. The void piece socially, it's more about what it means to do this
'work and then interact, 'out there; you know, with people that don't do this work.
But also because I can't share that much about what my day-to-day is like or what
I do. I think it does create a different feel in terms of how you can talk about your
profession and your professional life.
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Sarah points to her belief about the "assumptions" laden upon field of psychology by

people "out there." During personal social interactions, she conceptualizes the inside, on the

other hand, as the safe space ofthe office, and the interactions confidentially-sanctioned by

professional support. Both Sarah and Carmen's experience something missing, whether

conceptualized as a lack of "fullness" or a "void," due to selective disclosure and work/personal

boundary. Sarah's conception of self has changed due to the work demands of confidentiality..

For Carmen, the missing piece that confidentiality imposes upon her remains within a work

conceptualization-the work has imposed a filter during her out-of-work interactions. Filtering

imposes stress upon her, but she mentions no other effects. Sarah, however, feels a social "void"

in her personal life, and therapy work has, according to her, changed her into a more "private

person" in social groups. She values the social experience of sharing details about work with

others, but the nature of therapy work disallows her to do so.

Like Sarah, Maddie, practitioner of "radical empathy," emphasized the general lack of

understanding outside of her professional circle, but for different reasons. Throughout our

interview I was struck by her unnecessary apologies for being unable to articulate her thoughts

and her appreciation of my project as "grounding and speaking to me and saying 'You're not

crazy, you're not alone, see this stuff really is the case.'" At one point, while explaining her

thought processes during a session, the piecing together of "all these little data bits," she said, "If

someone else heard this they might not know what the heck I was talking about, or think,

'What?''' These interjections alerted me to how little validation and confirmation of her own

conceptions of therapy, the labor of "encountering and working with such a breadth of mystery,"

she perceives to have received in her life. She explains, "While I was always a fairly spiritual

person I've become all the more, I think in a lot of ways because it is such a mystical thing."
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Therapy's mystical qualities bring her to spiritual conceptions; she sees sessions as full mind-

body experiences, engaging the soul and spirit. Despite my enthusiastic nodding and

encouragement to continue, however, the uncertainty on her face and verbal self-checking told

me that she doubted my understanding of her conceptualizations.

When I asked her what she experienced in sessions, she describes the work as

constantly stepping out and see what they're feeling, looking at what they're
holding, but at the same time keeping in it and feeling it and putting words to it.
And I realize that probably sounds incredibly garbled and indecipherable. You
know when you're at a dance club, and you know some nights when you're in the
groove and you have the rhythms down and there are other times when you feel
completely clunky and it may as well be 2 o'clock on a Wednesday, it's kind of
like that.

Maddie's self-perception of her explanation as "incredibly garbled and indecipherable" and her

quick movement towards a "more accessible" parallel experience shows not only a distinction

between work and out-of-work conceptions, but also a doubtfulness in the ability ofthose

inexperience in the world oftherapy to understand it.

Maddie focused on the intangibilities of therapy, in which she "experience[es]

meaningfulness in ways that might be marginalized, or not even seen day-to-day" in the outside

world. This "meaningfulness," for her, falls within the mysticism of therapy: its unrepeatability,

"this more intuitive experience," the intangibility of its immediate effects. Maddie views the

patient-therapist interaction as deeply imbued with mystery, and her own hesitance to concretely

express and explain it fit with her acknowledgement that it is "so tough within our culture to

articulate." She often alluded to her lack of practice in explaining this phenomenon to others, and

yet illustrated her conceptions via metaphor after metaphor, such as the night club experience (I

delve into these in Authenticity or Serf). Maddie's conceptual separation of the powerful

experience that happens within the workplace from the mundane banality of ordinary, personal
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interactions increases the complications of ethical issues of disclosure Carmen and Sarah endure.

For Maddie, many elements within therapy are impossible to explain fully; they could not be

justified with ordinary language. The isolation, for her, exists due to the extraordinary nature of

therapy that separates it from outside inexperience.

Hochschild does not mention any kind oftraining or guidelines for flight attendants

"coming down" from their emotional labor highs. Therapists, with the complexities and

difficulties of emotional labor in their work have an even greater need for self-care and

maintaining well-being. How do therapists protect their emotional safety, despite issues of

isolation? For each of my interviewees, maintaining their work/personal boundaries and

performing a ritual transition activity back into their personal realm provide release from the

therapist role, whether full or partial. Some need a professional completion ofthe job for the day

to provide passage, and for some, the mental work and concern for patients continues late into

the night.

Work/Personal Boundaries and Transitions: Irene

"For the most part, I'm able to, when I leave here, I leave here," Irene emphatically

stressed her repeated phrase. "Leaving here," for Irene, refers not only to the act of physically

exiting the office, but to a mental and emotional departure from work as well. For other

therapists, leaving the office may mean heading out to coffee with a friend or going home, but

ruminating thoughts, a nagging sense unrest, or constant replaying of a session indicate that they

have not "left" the way Irene has. At the end of the work day, Irene's strong work/personal

distinctions prevents work from entering into her personal life.
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In contrast, Hochschild's flight attendant, who has not fonned her work/personal

boundary, explains her feeling after work: "It's as if I can't release myself from an artificially

created elation that kept me 'up' on the trip'" (Hochschild 1983:4). While the attendant's

"elation" is replaced with "exhaustion," and a plethora of complicated emotions, for therapists,

the idea of "coming down" or "releasing" oneself from emotional labor's clingy remnants still

applies. Hochschild makes a distinction between the "artificially" internalized parts of selfthat

have been impressed upon professionals through work and the selfthey would be without them.

Within therapists' varying conceptions of their authentic selves, I question whether this

strong sense of an essential self exists, separate from work demands. I approach the question of

the existence and strength of the work/personal boundary through examining transitioning

rituals-physical and mental exercises therapists perfonn to enable "coming down" from work.

My questions of post-work, transition rituals attempt to crystallize habitual, even automatic,

activities or mindsets therapists maintain that separate work from other realms of their lives.

Irene guided me to her office, a dimly lit room, blinds closed, with shiny black leather

upholstery and a stern, large, solid wooden desk by the door. She mused about her shifting role

in the room, "I think I'll sit somewhere else so it won't be like a session!"

She chuckled as she changed her physical position from desk chair to recliner, from

therapist to interviewee. I found her amusement at the stagnancy of her seating habits telling: her

regular chair represented a physical manifestation ofthe rigidity of her role. The seating

arrangement in her office had fallen into her rigid boundary between work and personal; when in

her "therapist chair," Irene plays that role, and the act of positioning herself elsewhere made our

conversation "unlike a session." While Irene controlled the space and could make the
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straightforward decision to rotate chairs every now and then, she fell into ritual seating patterns,

as most therapists do.

Rigidity in Irene's roles does not imply a lack of emotionality in her work. Rather, Irene

told me that through therapy,

I got in touch with an emptiness in me that the computer industry wasn't
fulfilling. You know, it was intellectually stimulating, financially rewarding, but
there was something big missing for me, spiritually or however you want to think
about that.

She told me about her unexpected switch from working in the computer industry for

twenty-three years, a movement toward fulfilling a life void she had identified within herself, the

"spiritual" side of working intimately with people.

Irene embraced therapy as her natural calling, an intuitive, emotionally fulfilling work,

that while "not as financially rewarding, by any means, as the computer industry was or the

corporate world is ... now my pockets are empty but my heart is full." Irene's story reveals that

her expectations of a "full heart," or emotional fulfillment could not be accomplished in the

computer industry, but rather in therapy work. These expectations depend upon Irene's execution

of what she sees as successful work, and in order to reap the emotional benefits, she must fulfill

her own role as therapist. Despite emotional labor's role in Irene's sense of professional

fulfillment, her manner exuded a professional rigidity that resounded with her resolute

work/personal boundary between.

Despite Irene's rigidity of "leaving work," and not carrying emotional or mental

remnants therapy outside of the office, she admits that her thoughts are not always controllable:

But there are times when a client will come to mind or, you know, I'll be doing
research at home or something and then I reflect on them some more. But for the
most part, I'm able to leave it here. IfI'm able to do my notes by the end ofthe
day, which I really like to do, I have less of a tendency to carry it with me. If I
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don't do my notes, then I feel like it's unclosed-that I haven't had closure. So
even ifI just jot down some brief notes and I haven't formally done my notes, that
helps me.

In her thoughts about outside ofthe workplace, Irene maintains a strong work/personal

dichotomy. While clients' issues occasionally bleed into her personal life, Irene does not

describe ruminating or worrying about them, like other interviewees. She quells these

unwelcome, personally-invested intrusions. The only work activity she finds acceptable in her

home setting is research or thinking about solvable problems: concrete and resolvable activities

that engage her mind, rather than her heart. In other words, work, for her, regardless of location,

remains within the boundaries she sets between her career and her personal life.

Irene provided the clearest, firmest boundary between work and personal life out of all of

my interviewees. Even the activity that provides closure for her at the end ofthe day is work

related: professional note-taking about her patients and the progress of the session serve as her

way of completing the work with that client until the next session. When I asked her how often

she writes her notes-at the end of every appointment, or at the end of the day, she replied,

without any elaboration, "Both. Depends. Depends upon the day." Irene does not call her note-

writing a ritual, but her matter-of-factness about her note writing consistency shows how she has

built it into her workday, without fail. She writes her notes in the workplace, preempting work

from leaving the office space. This early intervention is unique to the rest of my interviewees'

experiences; most work to non-work transitions occur at home or on the road.

Furthermore, Irene's verbalization of her mindfulness about really "leaving work," and

noting her rej ection of the "tendency to carry it with me" shows her thought and determination in

keeping the boundary firm between work and personal. She separates "it" from "me," and the

burden of "carrying it" shows a similar attitude to Hochschild's flight attendant, but with more
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success. Her emphasis on truly "leaving" shows her acknowledgment ofthe possibility of

emotional and mental remnants of therapy following her home, distracting from her personal life.

The burden she tries to avoid "carrying" with her is the emotional baggage oftherapy, the

worries, frustrations, and unique attachments ofthe therapeutic relationship. In her

work/personal dichotomy, these are all personal elements that should not intrude upon the work

side.

Irene even divides non-work activities into "self-care," which is work-related, and "just

relaxing," or personal pleasures. She tells me,

I do yoga, as often as possible, not every day, but you know, as often as I can. So,
more days a week than not. As much as possible. So that's not always the case,
but yeah, yoga. Self-care. So yoga and then, for me, weekly choir rehearsal, and
occasionally performing once or twice a month. Those are my two biggest self
care needs. But meeting with colleagues, consulting without revealing the identity
ofthe client, but the situation, so I get consultation regularly.

She pauses as she thinks about other activities. "Reading, but that's just relaxing. Yeah,

so I really work hard at self-care. Well, not 'work hard' at it, that sounds horrible, but I include it

in my life." Irene's catching of her own phrase, "I really work hard at self-care," and her self-

judgment ofthe emphasis on the working aspect as "sounding horrible" tells of her expectation

that self-care should be effortless enjoyment. For Irene, "self-care" remains within the "work"

realm, as good occupational practice, separate from personal, "just relaxing" activities. Work and

the resulting detriments of emotional labor on Irene's life have changed her conception of

enjoyable activities. Some activities purely for enjoyment, like "weekly choir rehearsal," became

requirements for well-being. Emotional labor, therefore, can constrain perceptions of activities

for personal relaxation. There is a distinction between work and pleasure, labor and fun. Irene
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structures an opposition of "working hard" at self-care with "I include it in my life," yet these

two, according to the APA website for self-care recommendations, should go hand-in-hand.

Irene provided the most extreme version of work/personal boundaries, in contrast to the

other therapists I interviewed. She explains her work/home dichotomy in personal terms: "I let

my hair down more at home, for sure. Of any place, that's where I'm the most comfortable to be

the fullest range of myself. And certainly here I do keep a professional demeanor in mind."

Irene's term of "letting down her hair" corresponds to her expansion of her self. At work, she

must be on her professional guard, which limits her range of self, while at home, she can relax

these limitations and expand into a fullness of self. The implications of work, then, in Irene's

work/home dichotomy, are that it limits her version of self. My other interviews showed that

Irene's strong sense of work/home is not a consistently held conception in the field-therapists

varied greatly in their ways ofthinking about their selves outside of work.

In his book, Love's Executioner, Irvin Yalom explains his version ofIrene's

"professional demeanor" and not revealing the "fullest range" of himself. He interjects his own

thought process into his weaving tale of his therapy sessions with a lovesick woman yearning for

the past. His musings seem detective-like, stripped of emotion. He tells the reader, "I always

listen carefully to first statements. They are often preternaturally revealing and foreshadow the

type of relationship I will be able to establish with a patient" (Yalom 1989: 16). He points out

points of what his patient tells him that is especially notable "rich material" (Yalom 1989:40).

Yalom's strategic thought processes are the result of over thirty years of

psychotherapeutic work. Despite his expertise, he unashamedly points out his bad technique, a

"beginner's error" (Yalom 1989:21) when expressing astonishment, an unacceptable reaction,

too "full" to show at his patient's confession. Astonishment is a reaction Yalom may exhibit in
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his personal realm, but is an "error" in the workplace. He redeems himself by patching over his

shock with some therapist-speak: '''but today, you've made a decision to come to see me and to

be honest about yourself. Tell me about that decision'" (Yalom 1989:22). His mistakes, however,

indicate the errors any new or weathered therapist can let slip. His frankness about his struggles

in therapy while maintaining the work/personal boundary illuminate expectations of successful

therapy within the world of psychology.

Maddie, my first interviewee, zealous in her empathic practice, distinguishes the work

space from "her world," but her conceptions of self and authenticity in both arenas are fraught

with inconsistencies. She sees therapy as "part of who she is," while at the same time, she uses

multiple rituals to "cleanse" herself ofthe "dirt" from sessions. Her placement of an authentic

self, one consistently exuding "radical empathy," in work and personal settings, creates rifts in

her self-protecting work/home boundary.

Maddie sees her office, her world oftherapy, as an intense realm of work where mental

energy is focused towards exuding a "radical, extreme empathy" focused on the patient. In her

therapeutic space, according to her description, she feels an innate tendency to "be on" (see

States of Being On), or actively there for the patient. Outside ofthis space, however, lies her

personal world, where she comfortably inhabits her "own body." Although she tells me that

when she first started working as a therapist, "It just felt so natural. It just felt so good. It was

doing something that seems to be so part of who I am," she is still unable to inhabit her "own

body" or her "own world" in the space oftherapy. Despite Maddie's her self-perceived calling in

therapy, and her "natural" therapeutic strengths, she distinguishes between her therapy world and

her personal world. While she sees the work as a "natural. .. part of who I am," at the same time,

she also unable to truly be herself in the office.
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In order to transition from work back to "her world," she has numerous post-work rituals,

as well as in-work rituals that allow her to "assert herself." She told me, "A mindful active

transition for me is very helpful in moving out a day of therapy, back into my own body, my own

world." I asked Maddie to describe some of her "mindful, active transitions:"

Oh, I can tell you that after a day, driving home, I will usually, I'm a big NPR
nerd, but I will typically drive home in utter silence, basically not wanting anyone
coming in at me. I just need that sensory deprivation to just be left alone. You
know, I really appreciate that space and time. So those are some of the little
things.

Maddie uses a literal, physical transition: the drive home, as a mental transition. Her

solitude in the car provides the space she needs to shut off anything that might "come in" at her.

The silence, for her, is a time just for herself, unlike any time she spends at work or at home. She

describes another ritual:

I remember this was also the community mental health place I was very
thoroughly hungry but I would be home afterwards, just starving, and I think, I'm
sure that was partially emotional also, in needing this sort of refill, just the fuel,
the emotional fuel.

While working in community mental health, a higher stress environment, with far more

difficult situations to deal with, Maddie's eating habits became a ritual ofre-fueling and

nourishing. Food served as a function of nourishment for Maddie until her community mental

health work, when it became "emotional fuel." Now, no longer working in that setting, but in

private practice, this kind of sustenance is less needed. Maddie has been replaced it with a

cleansing ritual.

Coming home at the end ofthe day, after a long day of therapy, taking a shower
or a bath is very much a ritual. And just the old thing, getting the day off me. And
I found that when I spent a couple of years working in community mental health
and there was just a lot of really toxic complicated situations there that were so
closely tied with socioeconomic stuff and just stuffthat was just very literal
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difficulties that was very hard to sit with at times. So I just remember at that point
it was a more rigid ritual than these days. But I still do like to do that.

Similar to the necessity of eating, Maddie has reappropriated the basic act of bathing as a

transition back into her personal world. She sheds the work day "off her," removing the dirt of

therapy and the emotional grime from herself during her cleansing ritual. Through the removal of

these work elements from her body, mind, and soul, Maddie sets them apart from her personal

self. In order to return to her "body" and her "world," she must wash "the old thing" off of her to

prevent contamination.

Maddie paralleled her post-work transitions to Native American post-war rituals, a

"resetting of spirits," which stuck with her from training. While she referred to some of my

terminology, "space" and "liminal," from a discussion of the project, the metaphor was her

unique description.

I think of it as you were saying, as shifting spaces in both within oneself and
within a field where you're just in this connection with someone that's so intense
and so umm I just think it's different from day-to-day friendship experiences and
things like that. And it's really tough to verbalize and to articulate, but I think that
as you're saying, this sort ofliminal space, this transition. And in talking about
that with my own supervisors we talk in terms of Native American tribes. You
know, I'm not sure exactly where they would be, these braves would be out
battling in some sort of war situation and they return to this space that is
designated as this sort oftransition space, sort oflet their spirits reset before going
back into day-to-day life. I really think that's important and that sort ofthing,
again, so tough within our culture in which to articulate.

Not only does Maddie's conceptualization of transitioning from work to her personal

world reveal intensity in therapy that she associates with war, it also shows how distinct "day-to-

day life" is from work. The transition space and time is pivotal for these warriors to reacquaint

themselves with society, as it is for Maddie's return to reality. She describes how this "resetting

of spirits" plays out in her life:
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The night before I had-and this sort of thing has happened before but-you
know, had coming off a day of full work therapy sessions and the way it just kind
of all like a drain in the kitchen sink or a bathroom drain. It was just buzzing in
me as I was sleeping and I could just feel it and I needed to get up out of bed um
and just move into another space, another room that was just clearer. And I lay
down on the sofa and almost had this sense ofjust letting stuff just drain out of
me. It was you know, just very, sort of personal and visceral. Just very-it's
almost this cleansing sensation.

Even when not ritualized, a cleansing process still takes effect for Maddie. She senses an

unrest within herself, even within sleep, that she describes as "buzzing." While she does not

describe the "draining" as a self-propelled mental activity, something within herself is allowing

the "cleansing sensation" that she feels. She has found the ability to let go of the "dirt" and not

retain it with her body. She creates a transition space for herself, utilizing different many rituals

for transitioning.

Even within the office, Maddie needs to touch base with herself, and return to her "me-

ness" in between sessions:

Even through the course of a day, if I'm going through eight or nine hours straight
of one session after another I need, ideally a little bit of space in between each
one. It's so important for me to kind of. .. I'm picturing a fish swimming up to the
surface to breathe. While it sounds pragmatic, I'm sort of aware ofthis sort of
ritual for me and that touchpoint of "me," returning to my "me-ness" for a second.
Going to the bathroom, but more to this point, checking my e-mail. And I know
that sounds so sort of superficial and again pragmatic, but I really think it is a sort
of assertion of self that I like to do for myself. So that.

Maddie's imagery of a "fish swimming up to the surface to breathe" demonstrates the

necessity of her rituals-without them, she would suffocate in the long hours. Part of preserving

her sanity and ability to conduct good therapy requires personal time. Her conception of in-office

rituals as an "assertion of self' illuminates what that suffocation means, for her- drowning in

the waters of eight or nine straight hours oftherapy do not equate with literal death, but a
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figurative death of her non-work "self." Through her self-oriented rituals, she separates the "self'

she "asserts" from the work "self' conducting therapy.

The inconsistency of Maddie's "natural" feelings in the office and her need for a

"mindful active transition" shows complexity and ambiguity in the way she views her authentic

self. In contrast to Hochschild's clear distinction between on-flight emotional labor versus

personal time without regulation, Maddie's experience of the work/personal exemplifies the utter

convolution of therapeutic emotional labor. Her account shows that the line between the

professional self and the "natural" self cannot be crystallized if an authentic self is believed to be

integral to successful therapy.

Examples of clear work/personal boundaries exist for Maddie, but become complicated

through conceptions of authenticity. On her drive home, a personal time, she decides to shut

everything off, which she could not do in the office. She sees assertions of personal needs during

the work day as a reminder of her personal self, removed from her work self. These

manifestations of the work/personal boundary through rituals, however, clash with Maddie's

assertions of authenticity and work as a "natural" part of herself (see more examples in

Authenticity of Self). The difference in Maddie's sense of authenticity and the personal

investment she imbues into her work fits with the desperation of her rituals. While Irene's

description of note-taking stays on neutral ground, negativity threads through Maddie's rituals.

For Maddie, the stronger imagery in her rituals of suffocation and returning from the battlefield

reflect a desperation Irene does not show. The act of "cleansing" portrays the detriments of

emotional labor as dirty and soiling.

The negative connotations Maddie's rituals hold indicate that the disintegration of her

work/personal boundary affect her emotional well-being. Authenticity and her "natural" sense of
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self immersed and integral to therapy sessions breaks down the boundary between work and

personal. Conceptions of authenticity, therefore, cause her to suffer the detriments of emotional

labor more acutely-her work life affects her personal life through exhaustion and "unrest" in

her body. Just as Hochschild's attendant experienced remnants of her perky, pleasant self post-

flight, Maddie feels residual "buzzing" and hunger for "emotional fuel." Unlike the flight

attendant, however, the problem does not lie in a successful internalization of emotional

requirement, but with Maddie's conception of authenticity in her "radically empathic"

presentation of self.

Carmen, who enjoys the "raw," emotional parts ofthe therapeutic relationship, like

Maddie, takes time for herself in between sessions, but does not conceptualize "me" time in the

way Maddie does. The same actions imbued with disparate purposes have differing results:

Sometimes I'm here and there's fifteen minutes between sessions, and they're all
day long. And I'm not using them to-I had a supervisor when I was an intern
who said you always have fifteen minutes between sessions and here is how they
go: it's five minutes to write notes, five minutes that has anything else to be done:
return a phone call, return and e-mail, go to the bathroom, and five minutes to do
nothing. Well, sometimes I need the fifteen minutes to do nothing. Or sometimes,
you know, there's a free hour in my day and I don't use it. Or I use it to go outside
and take a walk, or I use it to buy a shirt.

While Maddie saw these mundane personal activities as an "assertion of self," and a way

of bringing the personal into the workplace, Carmen sees them as using much needed "free"

time. Carmen's tone of voice was almost penitent, in her admittance that she sometimes "needs

the fifteen minutes to do nothing," but also held a note of defiance. Her supervisor's advice and

her own struggle to meet her needs come into conflict, leaving her with the feeling that she is not

using her time efficiently enough. Thoughts of work impositions weasel their way into Carmen's

"free hours." Although she uses the term "free," her supervisor's definition ofthat time is far
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from it. Carmen learned, as an intern, that non-therapy time in the workplace should still self-

regulated and appropriated for work activities. For Carmen, using work hours for "free time," to

"take a walk" or "buy a shirt" results in work left undone that she has to bring work home

against her will.

I don't always do this, but I try ... it's not going to happen this weekend, but I try
not to bring work home to do. It doesn't always work. I try to sort of. .. you know,
that's not quite true. I try not to bring work that has to do with, you know, a case,
or a patient home. I certainly do psychology reading at home. That feels different,
you know. That's something I really enjoy. I also read novels at home and I enjoy
that. I don't know if! have daily rituals ... There are periods when I'll pick up
something as kind of. .. there was a period when anytime I got home feeling really
stressed out, I got into the bathtub. I just took a bath.

Carmen smoothly transitioned from unwillingly working at home to activities of

enjoyment, as if she did not want to dwell on the fact of simply not having enough time in the

office to get everything done. My terminology does not ring true for Carmen; she identifies what

I called "rituals" simply as activities she enjoys that relieve stress. While she and Maddie

practice similar transition activities, Maddie strongly senses her doings as ritualistic, while

Carmen conceptualizes them purely as "enjoyment." The only activity Carmen identifies as a

ritual is her phone conversations about non-work topics-for her, this is the only time she feels

she makes a distinct "separation" between work and non-work:

You know, what, I do have a daily ritual, even now, I just never thought about it
in those terms. Invariably, on my drive home, I'm on the phone to someone. And
I'm not usually talking about work. I'm so glad you asked that, because I never
put it in these terms. It's like I'm making the separation. I'm talking to someone
about something, whatever! It doesn't really matter what-that isn't my work.

Carmen's post-work ritual involves distraction-talking to someone about anything that

"isn't her work" serves as a diversion of her attention from work-related issues to anything but.
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Sarah, mother oftwo and self-identified social scientist, too, finds that National Public Radio is

helpful for transitioning her in her drive away from work: "And you know, when I go home, I

just really love listening to NPR. I think in some ways, something like that for me is like a breath

out, a giant sigh of relief, and that's what I do." Sarah's sincerity about taking work home with

her, despite her transitions from work touched me. Her concerns with her patients extend beyond

the workplace,

How much I carry home with me? What the stressors might be? Yeah, it happens,
for sure. If I'm worried about a patient, I sometimes absorb anxiety. If someone
has expressed to me suicidal thoughts, suicidal plans, and because I work with
adolescents, it comes up. I mean, it's not that infrequent that it comes up. I think
that's the thing I take with me more than anything else, is if I'm worried about
somebody's safety.

Sarah, who refuses to "be on" outside of work, suffers personal consequences due to her

worries. She rationalizes that she has done her job to the best of her ability, but admits that the

worries oftherapy are "messy that way" more often than not. She described a recent intrusion of

work worries into her personal life, her brow furrowed and voice deepened:

I had a night last week where I couldn't' fall asleep until about two! Because I
was worried about somebody and I was sort of replaying the sessions, I felt like,
yeah I had done everything that I should do, and I was still worried. And
sometimes it's messy that way. In fact, usually it's messy that way. There's no set
protocol that's going to make it feel 100% okay when someone's really in a lot of
pam.

I asked her what she could do to prevent or help herself in these moments, and her tone of

voice instantly changed to one of merriment. I could not be sure whether her abrupt change of

attitude towards the topic was a conscious decision to not dwell on the negativity, or whether I

was catching a glimpse of Sarah's distraction mechanisms. She replied to my question,

thoroughly tickled and laughing in between sentences, "I watch episodes of The Office. Glee.
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I'm getting into Glee now. That night, my husband has an iPad, and I stole the iPad and I'm

watching episodes of Glee, trying to distract myself! Mindless entertainment!"

Like Carmen's phone conversation distractions, Sarah's "trying to distract" herself is

highly self-aware. Her mirth about using "mindless entertainment," however, implies a

questionability about public broadcasting as a source of distraction. For Sarah, not every form of

"entertainment" or "distraction" is a legitimate ritual-for her, a ritual implies a mindfulness and

active self. One of the activities she considers a serious ritual, is her breathing exercises, a

common thread in my other interviews as well. "At the beginning ofthe day, the work day, I

definitely do my own breathing exercises. I know I'm somebody who, I'm on the anxious side,

I'm prone to anxiety, so I try to practice what I preach around that. And take care of myself in

terms of some anxiety reducing rituals. And for me, breath is really helpful in that way."

Television does not fall into the same legitimate category of "anxiety reducing rituals"

for Sarah, but nonetheless serves as a source of entertainment. Sarah's divisions between

distraction and mindful exercises shows a gap, like Irene's, at the beginning ofthis section, in

her conceptions of personal enjoyment and work ritual. In her conceptions of self and the roles

she plays, however, the gap becomes much less clear. Her strongest role is that of "mom:"

And you know, I have little kids at home, so I am quickly and intensely distracted.
In a great way. Sometimes I think that probably makes it easier. For the most part,
I wish I had more time for self-care, like yoga. I would love to take yoga, I'm just
not right now, it's just not something I can structure into my life. For me, it's a
little bit back to the roles and the wishes. I'm glad I'm an older mom, because
I've had other seasons before I've had tiny little ones.
I had a wonderful supervisor, I was pregnant with my first child, she said to me,
'You are going to be amazed how much better you are at this work once you are a
parent. '
I have this other really important role in my life, it allows me to kind of, very
quickly, shift into something else. Which I think is really good. And makes me
better when I'm here [in the office], but also, I think it's just given me a
completely different perspective on human development.
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Sarah also pointed to her children as another way of distracting herself, even though they

take time away from her other self-care ambitions. In her conceptions of "distraction" and

transitions from role to role, she thoroughly enjoys her "mom" position in the household and

how "quickly and intensely" she is distracted. She describes her "mother role" as an alternative

from her role as therapist, indicating that the variability of her investments has been helpful in

allowing her to shift her focus. The clear boundary between serious work rituals and personal

enjoyment that she alludes to in her descriptions of breathing rituals and "Glee episodes"

becomes muddled in this "mother role." She sees motherhood as an enhancer of her work

performance, allowing her to fully immerse herself in a meaningful alternative role outside of

"therapist." She also touts the grown complexity of her perspective as a caregiver since her first

child. Not being in the "therapist role" all the time means that she does not tire of it, and the

distraction improves her performance in her work role.

Mentally distinguishing activities at work from those outside of work is not enough of a

transition for therapists. Whether conscious or not, all of my interviewees mentioned some kind

of active transition from work to the outside world; Nippert-Eng's (1997) argument that

integration of home and work proves beneficial for workers does not carry over to therapists.

While Maddie and Carmen described nearly identical activities, Maddie conceptualized them as

ritualistic, transitionary practices to ease her back into her "own body," whereas Carmen made

them about "enjoyment" in her transition personal life. Irene, with her strong work/home

divisions, was the only one who performed her ritual in her office-as a professional wrapping

up of her day, her notes serve as a gateway from work. Sarah separates legitimate and
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illegitimate rituals in her mind. Above all others, however, she touts her "mother role" as the

ultimate distraction, which cannot be categorized into either.

Each ofthe therapists I interview petforms her rituals because of her beliefs in the

importance ofthe personal/work boundary-the separation ofthe realms calls for actiosn

allowing passage between the two. Conceptiosn of authenticity, or personal elements of self

brought into the work realm, break down the boundary, however, resulting in compromised well

being. In the next chapter, I explain therapists' individual conceptions of Authenticity of Self

and "Being On" more fully, as my interviewees experience them.
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Chapter 4: Authenticity of Self and "Being On"

Authenticity of Self: Maddie

It's incredibly draining, because there's very little buffer there. Who I am is very
much in the room.

Maddie presents her belief in authenticity through the phrase, "Who I am is very much in

the room." She indicates that her sense of self in the office is, in her eyes, authentic. Her usage of

"I" in this case does not refer to the same professional self that Irene, the ex-computer

corporation worker, presents in her office. Rather than being partially there, or rationally, but not

emotionally invested, as my other interviewees describe, Maddie's self is "very much," or

wholly present, and her presentation ofthis authentic self is a personal one. In bringing the

intimate, vulnerable self she would present with friends and family into the office space, Maddie

removes the "buffer" of the professional "work self' other therapists use, the work/personal

boundary.

Maddie's description of her conceptions of the authenticity presented in the office

presents a challenge to Hochschild's of emotional labor. According to Hochschild, emotional

labor's presentation of self is slightly beyond deep-acting, an image of self that is externally

created by customer expectations, and then internalized. Maddie's therapeutic work performance

is intrinsically motivated by a natural tendency she identified in herself before becoming a

therapist. She self-defines by this essential characteristic of "radical, extreme empathy," which

affects her in and out of work. It is this natural empathy that attracts her to the work itself, a

common thread in all my interviews. Is there a work/personal boundary in therapists' senses of

authentic selves? How does the strength of the barrier affect therapists' well being? Where does

authenticity reside? In the office? Outside of it?
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In Hochschild's definition of emotional labor, the work and its regulations, define the

self, but according to my interviewees, a part oftheir selves defines their work. In therapy work,

complex issues of authenticity and the performance of self cannot be so easily regulated as flight

attendants. Therapists' presentation of self in the workspace must be "true" selves, a natural

engagement of their genuine reactions and thoughts, in order for deep engagement in therapy.

The patient's unconsciousness, as well as consciousness, must detect enough authenticity to feel

comfortable sharing what lies underneath the surface. In other words, the patient must view the

therapist as a container worthy of being filled with his or her deepest thoughts, including

unconsciousness previously unrevealed. Therapists must present an "authentic" compassion,

empathy, and interest in the patient, as well as truth in their own sharing ofthoughts during the

session. The authentic self, however, does not go unregulated; professional boundaries prevent

therapists from acting or speaking at will. This balance of professionalism (work) and

authenticity (personal) must be constructed individually-therapists draw their work/personal

boundaries for themselves.

Maddie's relaxed, calming manner exemplified that of a stereotypically soothing,

empathic therapist. She answered my questions with fervent enthusiasm, thought and feeling.

She told me that she had started her private practice less than a year ago, and was nearly fresh

out of her Psychology Doctorate (Psy. D.) program. Her relative inexperience may explain the

emotional experiences she describes. Prior to getting her Psy. D., she had spent some self

discovery time in California, "I wasn't entirely sure what I wanted to do, so I took a year to sort

ofjust be a kook and just get stuff figured out in my head," before finding a newspaper

advertisement for a Psy. D. program in Pennsylvania. Maddie explains her experience of finding

the ad:
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As best as I could tell it was sort of a natural thing in how I kind of operated being
there for people who needed me. It was like not being able to see the forest for the
trees-I couldn't necessarily identify it as something I could do. And seeing an ad

in the paper for this masters and doctoral program at Chestnut Hill right outside
Philadelphia, I think seeing those words in print, it's like reading a checklist of
things that describe you and I thought, 'Huh! It seems to be the case that I should

be doing this! '

Even before finding her "checklist of things" that described her, Maddie had been self-

aware ofthe services she provides for others in "being there" for them emotionally. She had

described her previous unofficial counseling experiences, mainly with adolescents, and as a

lacrosse coach. In her previous roles, she had noticed that she most appreciated the opportunities

for talking individually with students, whom she described as "like puppy dogs," who lapped up

the attention and emotional support she was happy to provide. She perceives as this support as a

"natural thing" in how she "operated," an inherent part of her personality and interests. Through

finding her destined newspaper advertisement, Maddie saw each of her strengths listed,

"checklist" format, and had the realization that her "natural" talents could be honed into a job

that she "could do" for a living. Maddie's authenticity of self in the office is, in part, based on

her enjoyment ofthe work and her "natural" taking to it-she sees the strengths that led her to

therapy as a core part of her self. Rather than presenting a "professional self' or a "work self,"

Maddie presents her "true self," a self that bridges the gap between sincerity and professional

distance, being oneself and playing a therapist role.

Through words like "natural" and her emphasis on her concept of self "very much in the

room," Maddie explains that she finds therapy an individualizing professional experience that

hones the self-while others may have different techniques or philosophies, she remains
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adamant about trying out her own techniques and feeling what works for her. She had this

individualized mindset in graduate school, too:

I think it's very genuinely or sincerely as I was just starting off in grad school, I

would hear my professors who were all practicing clinicians start talking and I
would just think to myself, 'I could only go so far with you. I hear what you're
saying, but you're somewhere in your head right now that I just can't know.' It's

just the more you do it, the more you take in.

Learning how to do therapy mostly from experience, and shaping her own practice made

Maddie, in a sense, a self-made practitioner. She sees her therapeutic style as unique-while my

other interviewees would sometimes generalize about how therapy should be or what makes

good therapy, Maddie's answers were always individualized and self-reflective. Maddie honed

through training, but still essential parts of herself nonetheless, would not give her very much

buffer. She acknowledges that other therapists' viewpoints, but works "very intuitively" herself.

When I asked about therapy as an art versus a science, she explained her view on the formula:

It's certainly not an algorithm or any sort of that you can portion out and sieve out

a percentage for how much is relationship and how much is analytic but it's an art

and a science and an artful science and a scientific art. You know, I also think
that's how should I say this, how I come to the work, very intuitively, but I also

know that there are plenty of therapists out there that operate a little differently, or
a lot differently for that matter, who are entrenched in the science of it or on the
other side, the more abstract, kind of, (hesitant) less rigidness of it, but all that
said for me it does feel like a balance between the two."

Alongside the individualized techniques and self-invested balance finding of honing

therapy for oneself comes a personal investment. In embedding so much of herself in the work,

not only technically, but also emotionally, the work and the personal become inextricably

intertwined, and the work/personal boundary dissolves.
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Without the same work-associated "buffer" provided by the work/personal boundary,

Maddie's conception of self in work results in a vulnerability that has been intensified through

her training, and extends to situations outside of work. Accompanying this natural sense of self,

however, is the exhaustion of not having a protective layer: ''I'm just so vulnerable and raw in

the room, and it's hard!" Maddie's experience of empathetic performance takes an emotional

toll-"vulnerability" and being "raw" and "exposed" could also be conceptualized as a "high

level of involvement, " which is akin to an APA-identified factor leading to occupational hazards

(Saakvitne). Maddie, however, sees a presentation of an authentically invested self as useful and

integral to her therapeutic practice. She tells me, "this intuitive stuff, it's sort of like a disrobing

of, I feel like, opening yourself up to whatever is coming at you. And it's this sort of radical,

extreme empathy."

I asked Maddie to elaborate on her version of empathy, which seemed so self-invested.

She explained,

When I think of empathy, I think of feeling someone else's feelings. And
experiencing their experiences in a way that's sort of just holding it very
viscerally and experientially. And in terms of that selfless piece, it's also sort of
that extreme radical self-full, or selfishness-but selfish in a good way-I think
forever one ofthose tools that I'm using is if I'm talking to a client and I'm
feeling a certain way I am very honed in on what I'm feeling and where in my
head I'm going within my own experiences and my own memories, and thinking
okay, I'm feeling this sort of sad right now.

In Maddie's terminology, "self-full" implies her inserting her self, which consists of her

"experiences," "memories," and awareness of her feelings. She utilizes these as "tools" when she

talks to clients. In her eyes, her self-awareness, and parts of her self itself serve a professional

purpose in the office. Through searching an authentic representation of self, Maddie finds being

"very honed in on what I'm feeling" a useful mechanism for therapy work. Self-awareness, and
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an integral placement of Maddie's version of an authentic selfin therapy play an important role

during her sessions.

"Radical empathy," for Maddie, is both "viscerally and experientially" feeling what her

patients are going through, to the best of her ability. She must be hyper-aware of her own

experiences while simultaneously holding her patients '-she finds this multi-tiered emotional

awareness taxing. While this exposure of self, a psychological phenomenon of being "radically

empathic" and fully there for the patient is difficult and sometimes painful, Maddie's sense of

therapy, as she says, "as best as I could tell it was sort of a natural thing in how I operated begin

there for people who needed me." Her version of her authentic self must be "radically empathic,"

consistent with the personal self she presents in the restaurant and with friends. In essence, she is

"on" almost all the time; she must consciously strive to be "off." Maddie's claims to authenticity

erode her work/personal barrier-she presents a very similar self in both realms. I find a

problematic tension in Maddie's "natural" propensity to present an authentic, intrinsically

motivated, radically empathic self, while she suffers exposure, and after sessions, exhaustion.

Her sustenance of her constant "radical empathy" in work and personal life, and the investment

of self she places in the work process, are destructive to her well-being. The feelings of

"vulnerability" and being "raw," the negative physical effects she feels when she goes home (see

Work/Personal Boundaries and Transitions), and feeling "drained" in the office show the

detrimental results of emotional labor in Maddie's life.

Maddie is not alone in feeling a "draining" of her self in therapy sessions. Yalom, author

ofLove's Executioner, describes the results of his own "draining," a lack of professional

effectiveness during one particularly charged, breakthrough session. He expresses feeling

surprised and "dislocated ... this was all the information I could handle ... I have only a dim
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recollection of the rest ofthe hour" (Yalom 1989:54). While Maddie reserves her exhaustion for

the personal realm, Yalom's emerges in the office as well. His ineffectiveness, shown through

his "dim recollection" of the remainder ofthe session, shows that the detriments of emotional

labor can take place in both work and personal worlds. Yalom's awareness that he had hit a limit

on what he "could handle" is consistent with a phrase from Sarah, the therapist who finds

distraction in returning home to her two little girls, that showed an insistence for self-care. She

told me, that she makes sure ''I'm not absorbing too much [emotion]" and that this "probably

makes me better and more effective for my patients."

Unlike Maddie, Irene, self-describes as authentic but presents two different versions of

self: home as the place "where I'm the most comfortable to be the fullest range of myself' while

presenting a partial self at work, Irene explains her conceptions of emotional displays at work:

"If someone is grieving, you know, I can go to a place of sadness, but I don't think that's ... ifit

touches me, I think that's being authentic. But if I get caught up in my own emotions and my

own sadness then that's not appropriate to the client." Irene's sense of authenticity in presenting

emotions deals with only revealing what is "appropriate," which she gauges based on how

"caught up" she is-she will not allow herselfto show the "full" extent of what she feels.

On the other hand, Maddie views her self in the office as "exposing" herself and her

empathy fully. Much of what Maddie invests in work is emotional. The exhaustion, her feelings

of being "bombarded with these frayed emotions and this sort of toxicity and upset" and wishing

she could "turn it off sometimes" show a danger in her personal investment. Her work ethic is

self-imposed. Her methodology for sessions and her balance of art and science is intuitive, or

based on feelings within herself. She puts a lot of herself into the work, and as noted in

Work/Personal Boundaries and Transitions, there is a strong element ofthe self she perceives
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as authentic throughout her work and not-work life. This self supports patients as she does

friends, and if out to dinner, must "sit with my back to the rest ofthe place so I'm not picking up

on [emotional] stuff."

Irene, with her strong work/personal boundary and a lifetime of computer work

experience, perceives her self very differently from Maddie. She clearly distinguishes a work self

from a home self. Her development of self escalated through her professional development in the

field and the rewarding sense of pursuing a career in which she feels she is fulfilling a role that is

made for her. She pits much of her therapy work against the work she did in the corporate world

for most of her professional life. She sees her training in psychotherapy as a honing of a

consistent selfthat is present in all aspects of her life. She told me, "I think the training I went

through to become a therapist has affected how I am in these different settings. So I'm pretty

authentic in all the settings." She clarified, however, that she benefited personally her

professional development-even though she improved as a whole, her therapy training informed

the self she presents in her personal life; the distinction still exists for her. Previous to her

training, she told me, "I would be more reactive, like in my anger, I would be more reactive to it.

So I learned tools to help clients and of course I benefited from all the learning I did. I'm much

less ... reactive. Not that I never react, it's more in a personal setting that I would be reactive."

Irene presents some inconsistency in her conceptions of authenticity in all settings. On

one hand, she asserts her authenticity in "all the settings," because she has developed as a whole

and utilizes the skills she has gained through her therapeutic training in other settings. On the

other hand, she still allows for more reactivity, a natural tendency she learned to quell through

her training, in personal settings. Her perception of her selves remains consistent, but in

actuality, she is presenting multiple selves. Irene's conceptions of self more closely parallels
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Kondo's idea ofthe multiplicity of Japanese selves. While all of these selves are authentic, in her

eyes, they still remain different presentations in different settings.

Joan, who characterizes her therapeutic relationships as "loving," relates the aspects of

her work, at least the parts that she feels are engrained in her, to out-of-work crises. Her car tire

exploded on the highway, with her kids in tow, sounding like a jet engine. She tells me,

It's an example ofthe outside world, but sometimes I've got to use that. There are

times in my office where I have had the equivalent of a blowout going ninety

miles an hour. Okay? The equivalent. Does that mean you don't let your clients

see emotions? You don't let them see you get out of control. They are looking to

you as a container. But if they're telling you something heartbreaking, sometimes

it brings tears to your eyes and you've just got to let it go. So I work very

empathically, okay. For emotions such as, you know, sadness, sometimes I can

feel their anger, and !tell them. Do I act angry? Noooo. No no no. You're a
container. You can tell them sometimes, if it's appropriate, 'Wow, I feel like I can

almost feel that anger. So palpable.'

Joan's example tells of the extent to which she feels the need to present an honest, but

limited view of herself. Like Irene, she feels emotion, sometimes strongly, in the office and tells

herself "you've just got to let it go." Joan's account of emotional management is the closest to

Hochschild's idea I came across during my interviews. The differences in Joan's management

and Hochschild's management, however, is that Joan acknowledges and accepts her initial

reactions, sometimes alerting her patients to what she is feeling in a structured way. This self-

awareness and acceptance is the foundation for transference and countertransference. Even

though she reduces the extremity of what she is feeling to a verbalized version, she does not try

to fight her natural emotions or change the way she feels to please her patient in any way. Each

of my interviewees mentioned this acceptance of self-reaction as integral to successful therapy.

Joan also warned me,
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Always, always, always honor the countertransference. And understand it's telling
you something really, really important. But try not to go into it. Don't move into it
as if you own that emotion and it's all yours and you can act on it. You can't. You

don't own it in this space. It's shared. In this space, you really own nothing.
Because what you're feeling is actually out here somewhere. (She gestures to the
air in front of her) It's a product ofthe relationship. That's how I see it. I kind of

like that, I never really said it like that, but yeah, you don't. You really don't,
because it could come from anywhere. And it's a co-construction. It could be

frustrating, it could be angry, it could be joyful, it could be heartbreaking, it could

be all of those.

The idea of countertransference, as mentioned in Chapter 3, relates the emotional

experience of the therapist to the patients' in a bonding way; the two parties' emotions become

entangled through the therapeutic interaction. Due to this "co-construction," Joan acknowledges

the emotions that occur in her office as a product ofthe relationship, a little less than half of

which is out of her control. This letting go ofthe self is very different from the self-imposed

emotion Hochschild talk about. Joan's authentic work self is, like Irene's, a narrowed version of

her selfthat she shares with her client to create this "co-constructed" emotion. These feelings are

manipulated to the professional setting, but are nonetheless based on the same authentic self she

presents in home and other out-of-work settings.

Carmen, who worked in HIV counseling and acutely feels the isolation of her private

office, presents a different idea of authenticity of self. For her, authenticity and emotional

presentation are too intricately linked to present a true self outside of what you're feeling. What

she tells her patients, however, always remains within the bounds of what she believes will be

beneficial for them to hear. She learned to accept and explore her feelings through her own

therapy, and throughout the interview emphasized, over and over, the benefits of her own

psychoanalytic experience.
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I discovered that I had this weird experience where I was in psychotherapy with
an analyst and what I was learning about myself and about other people was really
alive! It was also really terrifying, but it was really alive. So in the context of my
own therapy, it was a surprisingly emotional experience and not only the
emotions that you might imagine. I mean you know, if you've watched any movie

with therapy or any television show, you know that I cried sometimes. Surprise,

surprise (sarcastically). But the extent to which I could be tickled by something
and laugh and be amused, the extent to which I would be shocked at some
discovery about ... words were coming out of my mouth that I was astonished at!

Before Carmen considered going into psychotherapy, she was a patient herself. The

model she adopts in her practice seems to be based upon her own therapeutic experience. She

finds her own therapy a foundation of self-discovery and rebirth-a vibrant source oflife. In

therapy, however, she a release of emotions, and is able to be "very emotionally present." Her

therapist serves as the receiver of Carmen's channeled emotions-the "person who was actually

really interested" in her. Through her own therapeutic success, Carmen places herself in this role,

as the key to opening up her patients emotionally.

I was discovering there were these whole big parts of me that I knew nothing
about! It was terrifying. I was, as one does in therapy, particularly in analytically
oriented therapy, was having incredibly powerful feelings directed at this person
sitting across from me. So there was this process of discovery that felt new. Very

emotionally present. I was someone who tended to be a little bit constrained
around emotion. Not that I couldn't feel them, but that I was afraid that I would

overwhelm people with expressions of emotion and I tended to try to tap them
down. And here was this person who was actually really interested in me. And
what would make you hold this stuff back?

This rhetorical question, "What would make you hold this stuff back?" indicates

Carmen's belief in therapy as a safe haven for the thoughts patients cannot or will not speak

elsewhere. She takes her own position as guardian of all of these vulnerabilities and secrets very

seriously, in part due to her personal experience in the patient's role. For Carmen, authenticity of
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self is based on her own psychoanalytic therapy; she continues to go to therapy, and as a patient,

she continues to explore and discover "whole big parts" of herself. Her feelings and emotions

surprised her, and she expects the same of her patients in successful therapy. Through her self-

exploration and the expansion of her conception of selfto include this emotional presence,

Carmen broke down the constraints she self-imposed, due to her fears that she would

"overwhelm people with expressions of emotions." Through her own therapy, Carmen found her

self. Through her expansion of identity and emotional discovery, she became "alive." Her new

life and more holistic self is the one she presents as her authentic self in therapy. In contrast, she

tells me that there is a "dead" way of performing psychotherapy:

I studied depression in graduate school and I'm learning all of these theories that

suggest that the best way to deal with being depressed is to distract yourself from

it, to get more activity. Those might be things that one should do sometimes, but it

was as ifthere was no value in the experience. People were mechanized, you

know. You were depressed if! could look at the DSM and say, 'Well you've got

five symptoms and one of the first two.' It seemed a terribly constrained way to

deal with actual feeling experience.

In Carmen's office, the "feeling experience" is an essential component of her authentic

self-without it, therapy and the role she plays as therapist would be insincere and "dead." For

her, honesty in what the emotions she shares with her patients is important. She shares a story

with me about a famous psychoanalyst, Charles Brenner:

I don't go this far. I don't know anyone who does; it's just too unnatural. But

there's this story of a psychoanalyst who was very famous and died a few years

ago named Charles Brenner. Of him teaching, and I don't know ifthis is real or

apocryphal, I really don't know. But choosing or saying that when a patient

comes to your office and says their father died yesterday, you shouldn't say, 'Oh

my god I'm so sorry!' Now I have to say, most of us would say, 'Oh, I'm so

sorry.' I wouldn't be able to hold that back. But what Brenner either did or at least

is reported to have said about that is, the minute you do that, you've eliminated
your patient's freedom. Your patient now can't say, ' ... and I am thrilled. What a
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bastard he was!' And you don't want to keep your patient from that. You're the
only place they can do it. I mean, it's kind of on the extreme, and I would rather
err on the side of enough compassion to say I'm sorry when someone's father has

died, but he does have a point.

Despite the rationality behind Brenner's stance about condolences, as well as the weight

his words carry as a luminary in the field, Carmen's insistence on her own authentic presentation

of self to her patient overrides the technicalities of the interaction. While she uses Brenner's

philosophy to illustrate the weight of her patients' emotional freedom in her office, she also

points to her own compassion as a valid stance-and for her, the authentic one.

Sarah's account of self-authenticity presented the complexity of the roles she plays, and

through her crystallization and articulation of these selves, she helped me understand how the

multiplicity of selves exists both in and out ofthe office space. I saw two levels in her

authenticity of self: the first in her identification with the work itself, and the second in her

unique balance of puzzle solving and what she calls being "warm and fuzzy." She addresses the

first, her identification of selfthrough work, as she explains her first experiences in therapy,

when she fell "head-over-heels" with the work, and was completely and passionately absorbed:

What I think for me, it was, I think I'm a very passionate person. And when I dive
into something, I dive in all the way. When I was first learning this work, it was
incredibly, not that I'm not still passionate about the work, but it's like your first

love, your first year just feels all-consuming. I think at first it was easier to kind of
shift into this mode, because I'm learning this mode and I'm really excited about

it. It felt more wholly a part of how I might have identified myself at that point.
And I think that now, while I still feel very passionate about it, I don't feel so
wholly see that as my identity. It's like your head-over-heels with your first love,

you know, I think there was some ofthat for me.

Therapy sparked a flame of excitement and an "all-consuming" passion for Sarah in her

first year. While Hochschild might identify the waning of this passion as a mild form of burnout,
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Sarah acknowledges her relationship with work as a dynamic one-the initial burst of passion of

a first love rarely sustains itself, but that does not mean the affection peters out. The "mode" she

mentions is therapeutic work mode, and at the beginning, during her training, she found herself

"shifting into this mode" more often, as if testing the boundaries of her capacities to remain in it.

At this time, her identity was "wholly" based in work and therefore, her authentic self was her

work self. Now, while Sarah continues to enjoy her work immensely, she has expanded her

identity to encompass more roles outside of work. She sees work as an authentic channeling of

her natural abilities and interests, but only uses one part of her identity in the workplace. She

describes her conception of her shifting identity as "donning of different caps":

I think that I'm very, I'm someone who definitely identifies with being affected
by space and, you know, this is sort of sacred space. And when I leave it, I leave
it. Something different happens here. And I think that that, you know, donning a
different cap, role-wise. But I think it also applies a little bit to this idea of getting
enough space, which is, you know, when I leave this space, it feels different. And
I like that. I mean I think this is really important.

Part ofthe reason for Sarah's multiplicity of identities emerges from her belief that

through dealing with complex emotions with her patients, an unconscious "desensitization

process" happens. The development of the desensitization is out of her control, and she sees it as

"good" for her or beneficial for her self-preservation and sustaining high work performance.

So I think that's helpful I think that, you know, I think, for better or for worse,

some of what happens when you do this work is you get a little desensitized. I
think there is a desensitization process that goes on. I also think there can be a
secondary traumatization process that goes on, that then you have to deal with and
take care of, but I think that you hear some pretty tough stuff sometimes, and you
get familiar with that experience and that, in and of itself, creates a bit of
emotional distance. And I don't know that that's always good, but I think it is.
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Another mechanism Sarah has developed that maintains her authenticity of self and

allows her to work "better and more effectively," during particularly difficult cases involving

trauma, is to distance herself emotionally and lessen her "caregiving stance" by playing up the

"puzzle solving" task of therapy. She does not identify strongly with the term "diagnostician,"

but embraces the phrase "puzzle solver" as one part of an authentic work self.

"I really identifying what the problem is so we can really work on it. I like being

the puzzle solver. I think that, well, I think I'm prone towards a very sort of
caregiving stance, but being that puzzle solver gives me a distance that I need to
do the work and not be completely drained by it. Especially, sort of, really laden
trauma histories if I can sort of solve the puzzle, and enjoy that part of it, it gives

me a little bit of space that I think I need, and I think probably makes me better
and more effective for my patients. So yeah, sometimes I'm just a puzzle solver.
So I'm not absorbing too much. I think that's also a huge occupational hazard
you can absorb a lot."

She continues to explain the extent to which she operates as a "puzzle solver"-another

way she describes this role is "social science mode," which allows her to tackle her patients'

problems in a more objective way and disentangle her from the personal reactions she has seen in

other clinicians.

I definitely have been around other clinicians, who I hear them fairly easily
getting frustrated with the content of a session, and I don't have that experience. I

just, because, to me, I guess, maybe this is because I'm always in social science
mode, it's all data and that's really fascinating. Whatever it is, it's just, I'm trying

to sort of put it in some understanding ofthe problem, put it together in some way
that will frame it for both of us in some way that we can work on something. If
it's repetitive, whatever, if it's whiny, to me, that's data! That's important
information, that's not annoying, you know?

Sarah's introspection during our interview allows her to identify the emotional distance

she creates between her and her patients during work. While she admits to her "assumptions

about what a therapist should be," she accepts the balance she strikes between the "warm and
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fuzzy" and data interpreter, and values the "social scientist" lens she has. Her self-appreciation

and definitive distinguishing between roles shows an authenticity of selfthat she presents,

although she does not necessarily present the same self to patients and family and friends.

Sarah's account affirms that it is possible to present an authentic self in work and a different

authentic self elsewhere.

And I guess, even as I'm saying that to you, I thinking, well, you know, I guess
that speaks to, I do have a certain distance that I put on this work. Maybe I'm not
as sort of personally invested in the interaction, because I am seeing it as data and
I'm in puzzle-solver mode, but I kind offeel okay about that. I feel like that's-I

can be intimate with my family and my friends, and this is a different role to have

with people. I feel good about that distance, I guess. You probably even hear it in
me that! feel a little sheepish saying that, maybe that's because of my own sense

of, you know, my own assumptions about what a therapist should be or not be. I
think I am warm and fuzzy too, but at the same time, I'm listening to it as data. I
like that fact that I'm trained as a scientist, you know. And I really value putting
on that lens when I do this work.

In her own words, Sarah points out her dual roles in the workplace. Her authentic self,

beyond shifting roles from in and out of work, also plays multiple roles within the workplace.

The simplicity of Hochschild's authenticity of emotional labor does not encompass the

complexity of the dynamic Sarah exhibits through her idea of "playing dual roles

simultaneously."

The distance, it's work with people and it's being with them and not with them at

the same time. And the juxtaposition ofthat is a little, a little weird. But probably

not in a bad way. Not in a creepy way, or in a sort of automaton or robotic way, I
think it's just, it's just different roles. I think there is dual roles, can come up at

the same time as you're doing the work. I can be the supportive warm person, and
I can be hearing this as data and be a scientist and try to solve the puzzle. And I'm
doing them both simultaneously. At its core, I'm suggesting that I think there's

these sort of dual roles that I'm playing simultaneously.
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Ultimately, the purpose of Sarah's creation ofthese multiple roles in the workspace,

according to her, "honors the work" and provides protection from emotional absorption. She

acknowledges that it is "a little strange" to maintain an emotional distance from people with

whom she is "warm and fuzzy," but for the sake of self-preservation and "doing the best job" she

can, she is accepting ofthis presentation of self as authentic:

And I think it does create a certain distance that's not just sort of protective of me

absorbing really hard stuff sometimes, but also, and really, more to the point,
really about me doing the best job that I can. And honoring the work. And I
suppose on some level it's weird to be doing that with people. I'm sort of hearing
myself say this to you now, and I'm thinking, that sounds a little weird. Like, you

know? There's something a little strange about it, I think, to be able to do that!
But I think that's okay.

Within my interviews, the amount of what therapists perceive as their "true self' invested

in work vary. Their constructions of authenticity and the amount they invest in their work vary

greatly. Many of my interviewees mentioned gravitating towards therapy because of "natural"

strengths, which engages a sense of self innately invested in the work. The way therapists view

the therapeutic relationship, isolation, and their post-work transitions also illuminates their sense

of authenticity in work. Self-constructed authenticity and work/personal boundaries entwine with

therapists' well-being; the greater the sense of an authentic self tied in to work, the weaker the

work/personal separation, and the more emotional suffering therapists mentioned.

Authenticity and "being on" go hand in hand. "Being on" encompasses the expectations

others have oftherapists to constantly analyze everyone around them. While some therapists

reject this idea, others admit to its grains oftruth. Those who conceptualize a greater sense of

authenticity in themselves are also more likely to "be on" all the time, as they cannot shed a "true

self," but in the end, feel the exhaustion of never taking a break.
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"Being On": Sarah

But I feel that there's this assumption that if you're a therapist, a psychologist, a
psychiatrist, you're always on, always doing the job. And we're not! You know?
Just want to playa game and have fun or have a drink, you know? It's one of
those things that feel like it happens so often. They all sort offeel aggregate to
me, in a way. I think it's some that, but it's also that I can't talk about my work in
any detail. Which is fine, but when you're in a setting where other people can,
it's, I feel a little silenced by that. Obviously necessarily so, but it's interesting to
navigate.

Sarah points out what she views as an unfair assumption: that psychotherapists must deal

with in social life, out-of-work life and that they are constantly engaging the analytical aspects of

work. She tells me that it feels "awkward, tense, and sort of feels loaded that, it feels very

assumptive that I'm always working. That I'm always doing what I do. But they're not always

doing what they do." Sarah points to a desire for normalcy in her personal life in her examples of

"playing a game" or "having a drink." In her definition of normal, however, she could inform

people that she is a therapist without any stigmatization or concerns that she is analyzing them.

She points to the necessity for the silence in speaking about her work experiences-

confidentiality plays a rigid role in keeping work-related thoughts to herself. Regardless, she

feels "silenced" because she compares her work to others, and envies their freedom of speech, as

well as their immunity from the assumptions she feels she garners as a psychotherapist.

The two issues Sarah brings up, the assumptions of always playing the role of therapist,

even outside of work, and "navigating" the "silence" ofthe profession, set therapy work apart

from Hochschild's flight attendants. Therapists do not have the same official closure to work as

stepping off the plane and removing the uniform, thus "being on" becomes a self-defined term.

While the social "silence" strengthens the work/personal boundary, and is necessary in ethical

issues of confidentiality, definitions of personal and work selves depend upon the therapist's
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conceptions of an authentic self. Sarah's desire to assert an authentic self in personal settings,

free from the constraints of work, leave her dissatisfied in her social interactions. In her

interview, Sarah expresses annoyance with others who see only her therapist self, ignoring her

personal self that simply wants to "playa game and have fun or have a drink."

Sarah had grown up with a therapist parent, and points to her mother as a role model for

sorting out when to be "on" and when to be "off":

I also feel like because I grew up with a therapist, I have a good role model of
'It's separate.' And I'm not always on. And I definitely didn't see my mom
always on. I think that's a good thing. And I'm really grateful that she wasn't
always doing reflective listening all the time. I mean, that would have driven me
crazy as a child, you know!

Sarah's early exposure to a therapist who played a different role with her gave her the

opportunity to see clear separation between work and personal roles. By using her mother as a

role model, she sees how "being on" all the time would drive those surrounding her "crazy"-

she claims it would have had the same effect on her as a daughter.

Sarah started her interview telling me about her career as a high school teacher, and her

enjoyment counseling her high school students after school. When she realized that she could

make a career out of similar practice, she went back to school to get a higher degree in

psychology. She thoroughly enjoyed working with students, and her clients are predominantly

teenagers and young adults. Unlike Irene, the therapist who deliberately chose a different seat to

distinguish the interview from a therapy session, Sarah's sank onto her divan with ease, as if she

sat there all the time.

Sarah honed in the social expectation to always "be on" in her therapist role, despite her

desire for the normalcy of "having a drink," repeatedly throughout the interview. She explains

what the expectations to "be on" outside of work mean and why they irk her:
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But I sometimes feel people, 'Ooooh.' You know, they feel like they're being
judged or they're being watched in a way. Or pathologized in some way. I mean
it's certainly happened to me many more times than once where I've had people
say, it's almost cliche, but something to the effect of, 'Ohh well you ought to be
seeing my wife, or you ought to be seeing my husband.' You know, that kind of
stuff? Which is, you know, what am I supposed to do with that?

Sarah threw her hands up with insult. Her indignant question, "What am I supposed to do

with that?" is directed towards these people who expect her to "be on," but also towards the

larger social assumption she perceives. She points out the "cliche" oftherapists "pathologizing,"

"judging," and "watching" everyone they encounter. These expectations represent a social

structuring of what the outside world expects ofthe therapist self-while not a work demand, as

in emotional labor, the social expectations shape conceptions of self as well. While Sarah rejects

this stereotype, people in her social circle maintain the expectations that she could "ought to

see," or conduct therapy with people they know. Even though these presumptions irk Sarah, she

acknowledges that "There's both the assumptiveness about the work, in part, probably because

it's private work and so it's more prone, I think, to people constructing things about it." In

Sarah's eyes, the secrecy oftherapy work inspires curiosity about what happens beyond the

doors of therapists' offices. She explained how in her social circle, assumptions that therapists-

particularly those who are psychoanalytically-trained-analyze everyone, including their friends,

family, children, and dinner guests. She hears others' harbored expectations of a constant

analytic vigilance that had her peering inside every unconscious mind. In their eyes, she saw

herself as a constant diagnostician. Sarah sees a strong division between her office and the

outside world: being "on" for therapy and turning "off" after work. Her disdain of the

expectation for her to "be on" all the time brings up the question of when therapists feel it is time

to "turn off." When does the work day end? Is there emotional or mental work that continues
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after therapists leave their offices? How does the therapist shape her conception of self around

what other people expect of her?

Sarah continues,

I think that I am a different person having gone through the training. So to some
degree when I walk out the [office] door, I'm walking out the door as a different
person, perhaps some piece ofthat idea of being "on" follows me wherever I go,
because I think it has changed how I interact with the world. And, I think I do say
to myself, especially in my drive back home to my family, or if I'm going to see a
friend, 'I'm not going to play therapist.' It's not my role with those people, and
you know, sometimes I have felt pulled, with friends, particularly when I was first
starting my training. 'Oh, well I'm going to get my free hours in!' They would
even joke about it a little bit.

A contradiction emerges in Sarah's frowning upon others' expectations of her "being on"

all the time and the fact that she sometimes tells herself "'I'm not going to play therapist.'"

"Playing therapist," for Sarah, implies shifting into her therapist role, which is "not my role with

those people." Who she is with determines what role she plays, and she aims to keep a rigid

boundary between "therapist" and personal roles. While she wants to banish the assumptions

about her being "on," she also notes that training as a therapist has "changed how I interact with

the world." She sees the changes she underwent during training affecting her interactions in the

office space, as well as outside of it. She seems to separate her desires to keep her therapist-role

in solely in the office from the "pull" of her friends desires to "get their free hours." Despite her

acknowledgement that her friends' words were in jest, they seemed to touch a sore spot with her,

and understandably, when she is constantly trying to sort out the appropriate roles she plays with

different people in her life. Furthermore, she has noticed changes in the way she interacts with

the world, although these differences were too difficult to explain.
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Maddie, who likened work transitions to Native American rituals, maintains a version of

"being on" that is more invasive than Sarah's. She gave me an example that explained what it

was like:

A friend of mine, his dad was saying to me recently-the dad specializes in
insulation installment-he was saying how whenever he's kind of out at a new
place, he's always noticing the structural stuff and the insulation.
And he said to me, 'Do you sort of do that with people?'
And honestly, yeah, I do." She chuckled sheepishly, "It's certainly not that I'm
actively trying, it's just that that seems to be where my lens is set and I sort of
pick up on stuff in people. And having sort of the language and the conceptual
tools as from it being my profession it's just at times tough to turn it off.

Maddie's struggles to "turn off" something she sees as inherent in her and strengthened

through her psychoanalytic training, is unwelcome in her personal life. Her anecdote shows that

other professions, contrary to Sarah's belief, also play their work roles outside of work, but

clarifies that the emotional toll of "being on" worse in psychotherapists. Maddie explains the

difference is due the stigma of people feeling judged that she and Sarah both highlight.

But the interesting thing is that where he can sort of talk about that, and the
blurred line for him between work and being in his personal life, noticing
insulation, I feel like for me, I sort of just fudged when I responded to him, and
just said, 'Oh, I don't know.' And thinking, it makes people uncomfortable,
perhaps, or judged ifthey know you're thinking about stuff on that level. And it's
not all the time, but it's a lot ofthe time. And again, it's not, as far as I can tell, an
act oftrying to do that-if anything I wish I could turn it off sometimes.

Maddie's reluctance to publically admit the inevitable observations she has about people

shows a repression ofthe self into which therapeutic training has shaped her. Just as

Hochschild's airline attendant "can't release myself from an artificially created elation that kept

me 'up' on the trip," Maddie cannot release herself from "noticing insulation" in people. While

the air hostess has a socially acceptable release: high energy chatter on the phone with her

friends, Maddie instead must swallow her observations. Furthermore, the flight attendant
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recognizes her "elation" as "artificial" and not part of herself, whereas Maddie perceives her

"radical empathy" as an integral part of her personal self, consistent with her work self. Her gift

in the office is a curse in the outside world. She perceives and internalizes a social stigma and

discomfort around therapists' awareness and intuition of mental states in those around them,

absent from other professions like insulation installing.

Her story, on the surface, is reminiscent of the airline attendant who was unable to come

down from her professional giddy high, but instead of remnant energy, she feels vigilant about

her observations of the psyches ofthose around her. Furthermore, Maddie's hyper-awareness of

those around her and her concern for them, regardless of her relationship with them (or lack

thereof), places a pang of self-reproach in her voice. She tells me,

I have a really hard time being in a place like Panera on a Sunday afternoon when
you have some beleaguered parent haranguing their kids. Or overhearing
conversations in these tight spaces where I feel sort of bombarded with these
frayed emotions and this sort of toxicity and upset.

She continues,

The negativity imposes itself and I have trouble filtering out sometimes. Also,
sometimes when I'm at a restaurant, I'll actively try to, if I'm with a friend, sit
with my back to the rest of the place so I'm not picking up on stuff.

Maddie uses her body placement as a physical barrier for her own emotional

sensitivities-without preventative measures, her emotions interfere with her personal

interactions. I asked her if she noticed this emotional phenomenon developing throughout her

therapy training. She answered, "The idea that language precedes cognition and sort of along

those lines, having these words and these concepts helps crystallize things." Through acquiring

vocabulary such as "projective identification," Maddie's conceptions of her own natural empathy

changed to the point of a heightened awareness the emotional state of her surroundings. She
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provided me with a metaphor for the clarity with which schooling provided her, "Rather than just

looking at the night sky, I'm aware of what the constellations are and so it's sometimes tougher

to not see it than if it was this sort of amorphous bunch of stars."

The state of "being on" came up most explicitly in Sarah and Maddie's accounts, but the

invasiveness ofthe role of "therapist" came up in every interview. Maddie cannot figure how to

"turn off," while Sarah finds others' expectations that she "be on" all the time frustrating. They

share a similar conception of what "being on" means-the constant psychoanalysis and

"therapizing" of people outside the office. The extent to which they reject this notion, however,

differs; Maddie accepts it as an authentic part of her "self," consistent through setting, while

Sarah designates it as a part of her office-role. She described the switching of roles as "donning a

different cap" as she leaves for the day, abandoning her therapist "cap" at the office door.

What I found consistent throughout my interviews is that no therapist perceives herself as

working all the time. The amount of stress and emotional exhaustion is too overwhelming for

someone to see herself performing every waking hour. Through my interviews, therapists set

their own boundaries in the work/personal dichotomy. Some activities may be clearly

categorized into one side or the other, while some (see Work and Personal Boundaries and

Transitions) remain ambiguous and individually delineated. For example, while one therapist

might consider worrying about a patient in bed at two o'clock in the morning a personal issue,

and questions why she "just can't let it go," another may place it on the pervasiveness of work,

removing the fault from herself.

The boundaries between professional and personal life blur in therapists' lives due to

perceptions of investment of these "selves"-the contradictions within conceptualizations of

work and personal are plentiful. Even within individual experiences, inconsistencies exist. When
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therapists mention words like "natural" and "authentic," or emphasize a "true self," these are red

flags that signal pockets of erosion in their work/personal boundaries. Sarah, who acknowledges

a strong separation of work and personal, exemplified in her mother, must remind herself "not to

play therapist." Her awareness of her different roles, or "caps" she wears in different settings,

shows a strong sense of her work/personal boundaries. In contrast, Maddie, whose work self

remains more consistent with her personal self, finds it "tough to turn off" the emotional

sensitivity she finds inherent within herself. She sees her emotional work "lens" as set and

difficult to change because she sees her viewpoint as natural and authentic to her. Her

perceptions of authenticity in both work and personal realms weaken her work/personal

boundary. The resulting feelings of being "bombarded with frayed emotions" and "toxicity and

upset" show the negative detriments of emotional labor she experiences as a result of her

"natural" sense of self. Each therapist constructs a different work/personal boundary for herself;

even within five therapists, the strengths ofthis separation varied greatly. Stronger boundaries

more effectively prevent the negative effects that come with perceptions of authenticity of self in

and out of the workplace.
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Chapter 5: Concluding Thoughts and Future Directions

Conclusion

Therapy has its ups and downs. The intimate nature of the therapeutic relationship, with

its characteristics ranging from dislike to, in Joan's practice, "loving," makes personal

investment a professional danger. None of my interviewees complained, however. On the

contrary, each pointed their relationships with patients as a reason for continuing and enjoying

their work. Each therapist had a different conception of her relationships with her patients, as

well as where she placed her work/personal boundary in the relationship. The separation, for all,

however, plays an important role in their well-being in both work and personal realms.

Therapists ranged in their sense of authenticity in the therapeutic relationship, but the closer they

placed patients to the personal realm and played a "natural" role, the more they mentioned

negative emotional detriments post-work. The unique nature of the therapeutic relationships

makes over-attachment a ripe possibility. The importance of the work/personal boundary,

therefore, plays an important role in the relationship and therapists' resulting personal well

being.

Isolation in the office, despite the rewarding qualities of the therapeutic relationship,

came up for most of my interviewees. On a basic level, as the APA website mentions, private

practice can isolate individual therapists physically. Physical isolation has the practical issue of

making professional decisions without other opinions, and becomes a problem of emotional for

therapists who yearn for "normal" outside contact. A more theoretical isolation exists in the

personal realm-while other professionals may talk about their work freely, psychotherapy holds

an unwavering ethical rule of confidentiality. While helpful for maintaining the work/personal

boundary, the rigidity of confidentiality guidelines can encroach on personal freedoms.
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Furthennore, those outside the therapeutic world may not understand its mystical qualities; this

exclusivity isolates therapists by nature of the work. Isolation in and out ofthe workplace shows

a clear delineation between being at work and being out of work.

An important component of work/personal life for all therapists is the transitioning from

one realm to the other. Therapists use post-work rituals to navigate between the two. The

existence of these rituals points to an importance ofthe work/personal boundary in each of my

interviewee's lives. Different conceptions of how deeply the remnants of work embed

themselves and how work affects personal life reveal the effects of a sense of a self invaded by

the negativity of work. The deeper a therapist's sense of authenticity, the more rituals she

undergoes to "cleanse" herself of the day's work dirt. For all of my interviewees, the portal from

work to home is active-writing therapy notes, talking on the phone, turning off the radio, taking

a bath. The simplicity ofthese rituals, to an outside eye, may construe them as ordinary daily

habits. Rituals imbued with more transitional meaning, and a stronger conceptualization ofthe

work/personal boundary make them necessities for maintaining or returning to a sense of

personal self. Consistent usage of rituals, whether perceived as such or not, show the substantive

value of the work/personal boundary in protecting patients, as well as therapists in the office, and

preserving therapists' well-being in both work and personal spaces. The invasiveness of

therapists' conceptions of authenticity makes maintaining well-being through the work/personal

boundary, difficult. Through my interviews and analysis, I find that therapists' conceptions of

authenticity brought from the personal realm to the workplace result in unhealthy professional

investment.

Perceptions of "self investment," and the idea of presenting a "natural," "authentic," or

"true self," create contradictions within individual therapists' work and personal realms.
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Conceptualizations of the "authentic self' emerging in multiple aspects of one's life come with a

price: ifthe same concept of self-perceived authenticity emerges in both work and personal

realms, it pokes through and weakens the work/personal boundary. Contrary to Nippert-Eng's

(1997) assertions of beneficial integration of work and home, this boundary plays an essentially

protective role for the psychotherapist. When it becomes unclear or blurred, it results in distress,

exhaustion, physical voids-the detriments of emotional labor, or occupational hazards noted by

the APA. Sarah's sleeplessness and worrying about her patients in bed, Maddie's visceral

"buzzing feeling" in the night, the need for "emotional fuel," becoming "absorbed" in "toxic

complicated situations"-all ofthese exemplify the difficulties of psychotherapy and evidence

the need for a strong, consistently reinforced work/personal boundary.

Some people create their work/personal boundaries with a foundationally strong sense of

an essential self, and these individuals will be the most at risk for the degradation of this

boundary. In my interviews, therapists often mentioned their inherent empathic strengths or

learned therapeutic skills as children-relying on these personal skills without a

conceptualization of work utilization embeds an authenticity in the self presented in the

workplace. Iftherapy goes unsuccessfully, the therapist who used what she sees as inherent

strength is more likely to blame herself for the shortcomings. Stronger conceptions of

authenticity in the office result in more acute experiences ofthe detriments of emotional labor in

therapists' personal realms. Beyond initial investments, however, awareness of the

work/personal separation and its incorporation into therapist training could benefit the field of

psychotherapy. Sarah speaks of different types of intimacy and different roles with hesitance:

Maybe I'm not as sort of personally invested in the interaction, because I am
seeing it as data and I'm in puzzle-solver mode, but I kind offeel okay about that.
I feel like that's-I can be intimate with my family and my friends, and this is a
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different role to have with people. I feel good about that distance, I guess. I'm sort
of hearing myself say this to you now, and I'm thinking, that sounds a little weird.
Like, you know? There's something a little strange about it, I think, to be able to
do that! But I think that's okay.

Even though Sarah's conceptions of separation in her roles into personal and intimate,

and work and distanced maintain her well-being at home and work, she follows her assertions of

the work/personal boundary with doubts. She says she "feels good about that distance," but adds

in a hesitant "I guess." Even as she speaks, when she realizes what she has says, she tells me

there is a "strangeness" in her description ofthe therapeutic relationship. She does, however,

think that the "weird" element is "okay." Despite her growing up with a role-model and acute

self-awareness of when she should "being on," Sarah still doubts her own work/personal

boundary at work. Therapeutic training must provide reinforcement of acceptance of the

complexities of the therapeutic relationship and security in drawing the work/personal

boundaries. The American Psychological Association's website about occupational hazards

shows an awareness in the therapy community about the potential downfalls ofthe work, but the

variance in personal investment in the therapists I interviewed shows inconsistency in their

training and how much the work/personal boundary has been reinforced as a well-being

preservation tactic.

Future Directions

"Work ofthe Heart and the Mind: Authenticity of Self in Psychotherapy" provides a tiny

snippet of what emotional labor means in one field. The project inspires questions about what

effects emotional management has on society-a macro view of emotional labor and its

detriments. According to Ashforth and Humphrey, the expectations of emotional labor are also

dysfunctional for society, "Customer perceptions of good service hinge on more than mechanical
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confonnity with display rules: they hinge on the ... sense of genuine interpersonal sensitivity and

concern. The establishment ofthis emotional rapport or resonance cannot be simply mandated by

the organization" (Ashforth and Humphrey 1993 :96). In essence, they insist that "genuine"

emotions required by emotional labor cannot be mandated; they must occur more organically.

Without the authenticity, emotional labor proves ineffective in producing good service. Through

my interviews, however, a questioning of "genuine" emotions emerge, and conceptions of

natural or authentic "sensitivity and concern" are proven to be more complicated and detrimental

than Ashforth and Humphrey's study states.

My analysis covers emotional labor through the narrow lens oftherapists, a population

that must engage a very sophisticated fonn of emotional management. Much more exploration

can emerge through this new, more elaborate concept of authenticity of self. Each therapist I

interviewed distinguished her boundaries differently, and for each aspect of work I emphasize,

from the therapeutic relationship to post-work rituals, drew her own line between work and

personal. Unlike Hochschild's (1983) flight attendants, therapists in private practice maintain an

autonomy that complicates the concept of emotional labor. Therapists have the agency, therefore,

to craft their own selves in the office, which adds layer of authenticity unregulated by managerial

enforcement. While Nippert-Eng (1996) pushes the benefits of an integration of home and work,

therapists benefit from the work/personal boundary; the separation serves as a protective layer

for therapists' well-being. Conceptions of authenticity, however, erode the distinction between

work and personal realms leading to confusion about self. Ambiguities arise in therapeutic

relationship roles and the designation of activities as work-related or personal. Therapists are

more likely to suffer the detriments of emotional labor when the work/personal boundary is

weakened through conceptions of authenticity. An awareness of these issues and maintenance of
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well-being through strong emphasis on work/personal separations during psychotherapy training

would vastly improve the well-being oftherapists in the field.
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